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1.0 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE TAXATION STATISTICS – 1999/2000 
 
1.1 Overview of the Research 
 
Each year QUT’s Centre of Philanthropy and Nonprofit Studies collects and analyses statistics 
on the extent of tax-deductible donations claimed by Australians in their individual income tax 
returns to deductible gift recipients (DGRs). The information presented below is based on the 
amount and type of tax-deductible donations claimed by Australian taxpayers to deductible gift 
recipients (DGRs) for the period 1 July 1999 to 30 June 2000. This information has been 
extracted from the Australian Taxation Office's publication Taxation Statistics 1999-2000 which 
provides an overview and profile of the income and taxation status of Australian taxpayers 
using information extracted from their income tax returns for the period 1 July 1999 to 30 June 
2000. The 1999/2000 report is the latest report that has been made publicly available.  
 
This study uses information based on published ATO material and represents only the extent of 
tax-deductible donations claimed by Australian taxpayers at item D7 Gifts or Donations in their 
individual income tax returns for the 2000 financial year. In other words, the amounts shown in 
this study only represent amounts that have been donated and claimed as a tax-deduction by 
individual taxpayers in their personal income tax returns for the 2000 financial year. The data 
does not include corporate taxpayers. 
 
1.2 Executive Summary 
 
The following is a summary of the significant statistics that are further analysed in this paper. 
 
General Information: 
 
• The total amount donated and claimed as gift deductions of $702.5 million (last year 
$632 million) represents an increase of 11.18% from the previous financial year. This is 
the largest percentage increase recorded in the decade of the 1990s. Other studies of 
charitable giving generally estimate the total amount donated (including tax-deductible 
gifts) to be closer to $2.8 billion per annum. 
 
• Chart 1 below provides a twenty (20) year summary of total tax-deductible donations 
claimed by Australian taxpayers between the 1978/79 and the 1999/2000 financial years. 
As the chart reveals, using a base year of 1978/79, the inflation-adjusted tax-deductible 
donation is far exceeding the inflation rate as measured by the Consumer Price Index 
(CPI). Between 1988/89 and 1991/92, gifts were combined under the heading "other 
deductions". This category included gifts, tax agent fees and other tax-related expenses 
as well as amounts of undeducted purchase price of a pension or annuity. Hence, it was 
not possible to isolate the amount of gifts during this period.  
 
• The average amount of tax-deductible donations claimed by Australian taxpayers in their 
2000 individual tax return totalled $209.68, compared to last year of $193.78. This 
represented an increase of 8.20% since the previous financial year. This has been the 
highest increase recorded in the decade of the 1990s. 
 
• Chart 2 provides a twenty (20) year summary of the average tax-deductible donation 
claimed by Australian taxpayers between the 1978/79 and the 1999/2000 financial years. 
Once again, as the chart reveals, using a base year of 1978/79, the inflation-adjusted 
average tax-deductible donation is far exceeding the inflation rate as measured by the 
Consumer Price Index (CPI). 
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Chart 1: Total Tax-Deductible Donations to Inflation-Adjusted 
Total Tax-Deductible Donations since 1978/79
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Chart 2: Average Tax-Deductible Donation to Inflation-Adjusted 
Average Tax-Deductible Donation since 1978/79
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• On average, those Australian taxpayers who do donate monies and claim deductions in 
their income tax return, donate approximately 0.22% of their taxable income to DGRs. 
Since 1993/94, this percentage has been steadily decreasing, but for the first time began to 
increase in 1997/98. This trend has continued in 1999/2000 more strongly and is now at its 
highest level in the decade of the 1990s. 
 
• Chart 3 provides a twenty (20) year summary of the percentage of Australian taxpayers 
who claimed tax-deductible donations between the 1978/79 and the 1999/2000 financial 
years.  
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• As the chart reveals, the percentage of taxpayers claiming tax-deductible donations has 
not been keeping pace with the overall growth of taxpayers as there has been a 
declining trend, with the gap widening between the total number of taxpayers and the 
number of donating taxpayers. During the mid-1980s, the percentage of donating 
taxpayers was consistently around 40% (reaching 41.08% in 1982/83). However, since 
1992/93, this percentage has been hovering around the 33% range meaning that 
approximately one in three Australians make and claim tax-deductible donations to 
DGRs.  
 
 
 
Chart 3: Percentage of Donating Taxpayers since 1978/79
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Tax-Deductible Donations by State of Residence: 
 
• New South Wales is Australia’s most generous state according to ATO statistics 
compiled for the 1999/2000 financial year. In 1999/2000, a total of 1,122,120 taxpayers in 
New South Wales gifted a total of $290 million, representing over 40% of the national 
total. The next largest donor state was Victoria which gifted $182 million (26%). Over half 
a million Queensland taxpayers gifted a total of $95 million (14%) 
 
• In terms of average tax-deductible donations per state, in 1999/2000, New South Wales 
taxpayers donated an average of $258.11 compared to the national average of $209.68. 
Australian Capital Territory taxpayers donated an average of $245.08, whilst the average 
Queensland taxpayer’s tax-deductible donation was $166.32 (7th). 
 
• An analysis based on amount of the tax-deductible donation relative the to taxpayer’s 
taxable income across each state revealed that taxpayers in the Australian Capital 
Territory are the most generous, donating approximately 0.26% of their taxable income to 
DGRs. The next most generous were taxpayers from New South Wales with 0.25%. This 
compared to the national average of 0.22%. Queensland taxpayers gave an average of 
0.18% of their taxable income. 
 
• As a percentage of total taxpayers who claim tax-deductible donations, the Australian 
Capital Territory ranks first with 39.79% of taxpayers giving deductible gifts, followed next 
by Victoria with 36% and South Australia with 35%. The national average is 33.06%.  
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Taxable Income Bands: 
 
• As one would expect, the results reveal that the more one earns, the more one claims as 
a deduction for gifts. Whilst the average tax-deductible donation of taxpayers is $210 in 
1999/2000, donating taxpayers earning over $1 million per year claim an average of 
$26,828 in tax-deductible gifts. This represents approximately 0.78% of their taxable 
income compared to the national average of 0.22%. 
 
• Whereas, approximately 33% of all Australian taxpayers (one in three) claim tax-
deductible donations, the figure almost doubles (to 61%) when considering donating 
taxpayers who earn over $1 million per annum. 
 
Industry: 
 
• Individual taxpayers working in the accommodation, cafes and restaurant industry were 
Australia’s most generous, claiming an average tax-deductible donation of $942 
(previous year: $1,260). This compares to the national average of $210. Next were 
taxpayers in the health and community service sector who made average tax-deductible 
donations of $729. 
  
• Expressed as a percentage of taxable income, the most generous taxpayers were once 
again workers within the accommodation, cafes and restaurant industry who claimed an 
average tax-deductible donation equivalent of 0.65% of their taxable income, almost three 
times the national average of 0.22%. Taxpayers working in the cultural and recreational 
services industry were next, donating an average of 0.52% of their taxable income, closely 
followed by taxpayers working in primary production with 0.49%. 
 
• The sector that claimed the least amount of tax-deductible donations in 1999/2000 were 
taxpayers in the electricity, gas, water sewerage and drainage industry, claiming tax-
deductible donations equivalent to only 0.049% of their taxable income. Taxpayers 
working in the construction industry claimed tax-deductible donations equivalent to 0.063% 
of their taxable income. Our analysis revealed that only 1 in six (14.96%) taxpayers in this 
industry made tax-deductible donations, compared to the national average of 33.06% 
(one in three). 
 
• Taxpayers working in the electricity, gas, water sewerage and drainage industry also 
claimed the lowest average tax-deductible donation in 1999/2000 of $85, compared to the 
national average of $210. Next lowest were taxpayers working in the construction 
industry with an average tax-deductible donation of $118.12. 
 
Specific Occupation: 
 
• A more detailed analysis reveals that taxpayers working in pubs, taverns and bars during 
1999/2000 were Australia’s most generous, claiming an average tax-deductible donation 
of $19,175 (last year $24,917). The next greatest were lawyers with $1,892 followed by 
taxpayers working in property development with $1,638. This compares to the national 
average of $210.  
 
• It is interesting to note that the professions are also well represented with lawyers, 
accountants, doctors and dentists all claiming significant tax-deductible donations well 
above the national average. Farmers (sheep, cattle and pig, grain growing) were also in the 
top 20 most generous taxpayers. 
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• At the other end of the scale, the analysis revealed that taxpayers engaged in non-ferrous 
metal manufacturing, petroleum refining, plastic products manufacturing and bakery 
product manufacturing claimed the least amount of tax-deductible donations in 1999/2000.  
 
• The occupation with the greatest participation in claiming tax-deductible donations in 
1999/2000 were taxpayers in the forestry and logging industry with 46.38% of taxpayers 
in this industry making an average tax-deductible donation of $592. Next were taxpayers 
working in tertiary institutions (44.53% making an average tax-deductible donation of 
$352). At the other end of the scale, our analysis revealed that only 8.4% of taxpayers 
working in department stores and 9.3% of taxpayer working in supermarkets and grocery 
stores claimed tax-deductible donations in 1999/2000. This equates to approximately to 
one in eleven taxpayers, compared to the national average of 33.06% (one in three).  
 
• Expressed as a percentage of taxable income, taxpayers working in pubs, taverns and 
bars donated an average of 6.85% of their taxable income, compared to the national 
average of 0.22%. At the other end of the scale, taxpayers working in non-ferrous metal 
manufacturing only donated an average of 0.027% of their taxable income. 
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2.0 WHAT IS A TAX DEDUCTIBLE GIFT? 
 
Division 30 of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 covers the issue of deductible gifts. Sub-
Division 30-A contains the provisions relating to deductible gift recipients (DGRs) and 
discusses issues including: 
 
•  who the recipient of the gift or contribution can be; 
•  the type of gift or contribution that a donor can make; 
•  how much the donor can deduct for the gift or contribution; and 
•  special conditions that apply. 
 
Generally speaking, every person, whether an individual, the trustee of a trust estate or 
superannuation fund, a partnership or a company, and whether a resident or non-resident of 
Australia is entitled to a deduction from assessable income for individual gifts of $2 or more 
made during the financial year to nominated funds, authorities, institutions, or bodies or classes 
of them, or specified persons. 
 
From 1 July 2000, the Commissioner of Taxation under the Register of Gift Deductible and Tax 
Exempt Entities (ROGATE) regime must endorse both income tax exempt charities (ITEC) and 
deductible gift recipients (DGR). If the deductible gift recipient is not endorsed by the 
Commissioner, donors will be unable to claim income tax deductions for gifts made on or after 
1 July 2000 under Division 30 of the Income Tax Assessment Act (1997). In the particular year 
in question, namely 1999/00, a self-assessment regime was in place. 
 
Only certain types of gifts are specifically made tax-deductible under Division 30. These 
include: 
 
• gifts of $2 or more (money); 
• property which has been purchased by the donor less than 12 months before the gift was 
made; 
• property valued by the Commissioner over $5,000; 
• trading stock disposed of outside the ordinary course of business; 
• cultural gifts, being property made under the Cultural Gifts Program; 
• cultural bequests, being property under the Cultural Bequests program; and 
• National Estate, being places listed in the Register of the National Estate. 
 
Supplying a service does not fall in any of the gift types. There is no deduction for a gift of a 
service, as no money or property is transferred to the deductible gift recipient. For example, 
volunteers' expenses in carrying out voluntary work are not deductible. 
 
The term "gift" is not defined in the Income Tax Assessment Act (1997), and thus takes on its 
ordinary meaning. However, for a gift to be a tax-deductible donation and claimed as an income 
tax deduction in their personal income tax return, the gift must usually have the following 
characteristics: 
 
• they are made voluntarily; 
• they do not provide a material benefit to the donor; and 
• they essentially arise from benefaction, and proceed from detached and disinterested 
generosity. 
 
Generally, for a payment to be considered a gift, it must be unfettered, that is, there must be no 
obligation to do anything in recognition of the gift and no expectation on the part of the donor to 
receive anything in return for the donation.  
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Where a payment constitutes a bona-fide gift, then the donor is entitled to claim the amount 
given as an income tax deduction at Item D7 Gifts or Donations in the income tax return. In 
contrast, the following are not considered gifts: 
 
• purchase of raffle or art union tickets; 
• purchase of chocolates, pens, etc; 
• the cost of attending a fundraising dinner, even if the cost exceeds the value of the dinner; 
• membership fees; 
• payments where the person has an understanding with the recipient that the payment will 
be used to provide a benefit to the donor. 
 
The Australian Taxation Office has issued several Taxation Determinations and Taxation 
Rulings (for example see TD 92/110 and TR 2443) which deal with whether a payment made to 
a DGR is considered a gift or not. 
 
2.1 Categories of Deductible Gift Recipients 
 
Sub-Division 30B of the Income Tax Assessment Act (1997) lists thirteen general categories of 
deductible gift recipients under the Act. These include: 
 
• health; 
• education; 
• research; 
• welfare and rights; 
• defence; 
• environment; 
• other recipients. 
• the family; 
• international affairs; 
• sports and recreation; 
• philanthropic trusts; 
• cultural organisations; 
• industry, trade and design; 
 
In addition to the above general categories of funds, authorities, institutions and organisations, 
gifts of $2 or more made to recipients specified in Sections 30-15 to 30-100 are also deductible 
to the donor.  
 
In order to claim the amount of their tax-deductible donation to a deductible gift recipient, 
donors are required to keep records of their gifts. Deductible gift recipients are not required by 
income tax law to issue receipts for deductible gifts, but most do, as the donor will need a 
receipt in order to substantiate the claim made.  
 
2.2 Gift Deduction Legislation Changes in 1999/00 
 
There were changes in the period under consideration which may account for an increase in 
deductible gifts. One alteration was an amendment to create Prescribed Private Funds 
(PPFs). Another was to permit deductible gifts of certain property (not cash) over $5,000. 
 
The proposal to amend the legislation to allow PPFs was announced by the Government in 
March 1999. A prescribed private fund is a fund established by will or trust instrument with: 
 
• deductible gift recipient (DGR) status (that is, gifts to it are deductible to the donor); 
• normally, income tax exempt status (that is, its income is exempt from income tax); and 
• the ability to attract a variety of other Commonwealth, State and Territory tax and duty 
concessions. 
 
There is no need for gifts to a PPF to be sought and received from the public and a PPF can 
be controlled by an individual, family or corporate group. This is a removal of a major barrier 
to philanthropy, as it was often difficult to satisfy the previous test of “public donations” before 
a fund would be a DGR. 
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The first Government guidelines and model deed were released on 30 March 2001 and the 
first PPFs approved by the Government in June 2001. There were 22 PPFs approved before 
30 June 2001 (see list below). The year under examination in this paper is 1999/2000, and 
no PPF qualified. They made no contribution to the gift deductions in the year under 
consideration, 1999/2000. The delay in the guidelines meant that not all donors who wanted 
to take advantage of the new provisions could and the next set of gift statistics should reveal 
a surge in giving. Revised guidelines and a revised model deed were released on 11 April 
2002. As at 30 June 2002, 81 PPFs had been approved by the Government. 
 
The PPFs in the next year of gift statistics were: 
 
Item Name of Fun Date of effect 
1.  Nelson Meers Foundation 21 June 2001 
2.  Sargents Foundation Sub-Fund 21 June 2001 
3.  The Andersen Foundation 21 June 2001 
4.  Brencorp Foundation 22 June 2001 
5.  Gandel Foundation 22 June 2001 
6.  Gonski Foundation 22 June 2001 
7.  Humanity Trust 22 June 2001 
8.  Levy Foundation 22 June 2001 
9.  The CINS Foundation 22 June 2001 
10.  The Cuthbert Foundation 22 June 2001 
11.  The F & J Ryan Foundation 22 June 2001 
12.  The Joan & Peter Clemenger Trust 22 June 2001 
13.  The Parncutt Family Foundation 22 June 2001 
14.  The Pratt Family Foundation 22 June 2001 
15.  The Rodney & Judith O’Neil Foundation 22 June 2001 
16.  The Sentinel Foundation 22 June 2001 
17.  The Charitable Foundation 25 June 2001  
18.  The Noble Foundation 27 June 2001 
19.  The Sarah and Baillieu Myer Family Foundation 27 June 2001 
20.  Wind Over Water Foundation 27 June 2001 
21.  The Aranday Foundation 28 June 2001 
22.  JB Were & Son Charitable Fund 28 June 2001 
 
 
Gifts of property (that is not money) were generally restricted to: 
 
• property purchased during the previous twelve months by the donor; or 
• trading stock disposed of outside the ordinary course of business.  
 
There are other special provisions for cultural gifts, cultural bequests, conservation 
covenants and national estate properties that have their own special property gifting 
provisions. 
 
On 26 March 1999, the Prime Minister issued a press release announcing income tax 
measures to encourage greater corporate and personal philanthropy in Australia. After a deal 
of debate, the legislation was passed in 2000, but backdated to 1 July 1999. 
 
One measure was to expand the type of gift that may be tax deductible to include property 
valued by the Commissioner at more than $5,000. The amount deductible is the value of the 
property as determined by the Commissioner of Taxation.  
 
The new provisions require the Commissioner of Taxation to value the property. With these 
particular gifts of property (unlike some arts and cultural gifts), it is the Commissioner, rather 
than private valuers who must make the valuation. A unit of the Australian Taxation Office, 
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the Australian Valuation Office (AVO), deals with such valuations. The valuation must be 
undertaken within 90 days before or after the date on which the donation is made.  
 
Donors should be aware of the capital gains tax implications of making a gift of property. Donors, 
like other taxpayers can only make a capital gain or capital loss if a capital gains tax (CGT) event 
happens in relation to a CGT asset. Types of CGT assets that potentially may be donated 
include land, buildings, shares, collectables (for example, artwork) and personal use assets (for 
example, property that is used or kept mainly for personal use or enjoyment). The capital gain or 
capital loss is disregarded or reduced when an exemption applies. 
 
Subdivision 118-A of the ITAA 1997 deals with general exemptions from CGT. Collectables 
are exempt assets if the collectable was acquired for $500 or less (Subsection 118-10(1)) 
and personal use assets are exempt assets if acquired for $10,000 or less (Subsection 
118-10(3)). Gifts of property that are made under the Cultural Bequests Program do not give 
rise to a capital gain or capital loss under Section 118-60. 
 
2.3 Limitations of the Study 
 
As with most statistics, the ATO Taxation Statistics have limitations. The following matters 
should be taken into account when considering the following analysis: 
 
a. As mentioned above, this study uses information based on published ATO material and 
represents only the extent of tax-deductible donations claimed by Australian taxpayers at 
item D7 Gifts or Donations in their individual income tax returns for the 1998 financial 
year. This study does measure the total amounts gifted by Australian taxpayers. It is not 
known what percentage of taxpayers make tax-deductible donations and forget to claim it 
in their tax returns. Many smaller donations may not be claimed. For example, a $2 door 
knock receipt may be lost or forgotten to be claimed at tax time by many taxpayers. 
However, it is assumed that the larger the donation, the more likely that the donation will 
be claimed in their tax return by the taxpayer. 
 
b. It is not known how many erroneous tax-deductible donations are claimed by taxpayers. 
For instance, in 1995/96, the Australian Taxation Office detected more than 180,000 
automated income mismatches alone, of which 83% resulted in adjustments.  
 
c. This study is based only on the extent of charitable giving by individual taxpayers. It 
does not measure the extent of corporate giving. The statistics for non-individual 
taxpayers’ (such as companies, trusts, etc.) tax-deductible donations are not recorded 
in published ATO data. Unlike the individual income tax return, the company income tax 
return does not have an item for D7 Gifts or Donations. As O'Keefe (1998) has indicated, 
this is likely to be a substantial amount.  
 
d. Furthermore, the amount recorded at item D7 Gifts or Donations only represents those 
donations that can be claimed as an income tax deduction. Many individual taxpayers 
make donations to organisations that cannot be claimed as tax deductions (eg. 
purchasing badges, tea-towels, buying food and small items from charity-run fetes, 
buying tickets to a fundraising event or dinner, and sponsorships). The ATO statistics 
capture pure philanthropic gifts by individuals to donation deductible organisations. 
 
The ATO statistics are, however, one of the few places in which donation information is 
collected on a rigorous basis. All taxpayers are required to declare that the information in their 
taxation return is correct on pain of severe penalties and an active auditing procedure is in 
place. Donation information collected by private population survey also has limitations in the 
accuracy of participants in their responses and are only ever samples.  
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The ATO statistics also give a picture of trends as they are produced annually on much the 
same basis. Other surveys are usually snapshots with different questions, methodology and 
definitions of what is a gift or donation. 
 
It is considered the results of this study will prove useful to fundraisers and in the development 
of fundraising strategies. Knowing where donors come from, and how much taxpayers within 
certain industries and specific occupations give, can assist charities to target fundraising 
strategies towards these donor groups. There have also recently been significant amendments 
to the taxation arrangements for deductible gifts to encourage philanthropy, such as creation of 
a register of donation deductible entities, moving from complete self-assessment of status, and 
greater political encouragement of private philanthropy.  
 
In the coming years these annual statistics can be examined to ascertain whether it can be 
inferred that these government policies have impacted upon the size and frequency of 
deductible gifts. 
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3.0   TAX-DEDUCTIBLE DONATIONS BY INDIVIDUAL TAXPAYERS 
 
3.1 Individual Taxpayer Donations 
 
In 1999/2000, 3.35 million individual taxpayers claimed tax deductions for donations totalling 
$702.5 million in their 2000 income tax returns. This represents approximately 33% of all 
Australian taxpayers (approximately 10.135 million). Put another way, approximately one in 
three Australian taxpayers donated monies to DGRs and claimed tax deductions for these 
amounts for the 2000 financial year. This information is summarised in Table 7 entitled 
Individual Taxpayer Statistics. 
 
Chart 4 Total Tax-Deductible Donations shows a seven-year comparison of the total amount of 
tax-deductible donations claimed by individual Australian taxpayers between the 1993 and 
2000 financial years. The amount donated of $702.5 million in 1999/2000 represents an 
11.18% increase from the previous financial year of $632 million. 
 
Chart 5 Average Tax-Deductible Donation reveals that in 1999/2000, each Australian taxpayer 
claimed an average tax-deductible donation of $209.68 to deductible gift recipients. This 
represents an average increase of $15.90 (or 8.20%) from 1998/99 and an increase of $123 
from 1985-86 (a 141% increase). 
 
Chart 6 Total Donating Taxpayers to Total Taxpayers shows the number of taxpayers who 
claimed tax-deductible donations against the total number of taxpayers in 1999/2000. The chart 
reveals that since 1992-93, the number of donating Australian taxpayers has increased from 
3.13 million to 3.35 million (an increase of 6.9%), whilst in comparison, the total number of total 
taxpayers has increased from 9.272 million to 10.135 million (an increase of 9.32 %) for the 
same period. This chart reveals that the number of donating taxpayers is not keeping pace with 
the total numerical growth of total Australian individual taxpayers. 
 
Chart 7 Percentage of Donating Taxpayers to Total Taxpayers reveals that in 1999/2000, 33.06 
of taxpayers (approximately one in three) claimed tax-deductible donations to DGRs. It is 
interesting to note that this follows an increase in the previous year as well.  
 
Chart 8 Tax-Deductible Donations as a Percentage of Taxable Income graphs the percentage 
of taxable income that Australians donate to deductible gift recipients and claim tax deductions 
for. The chart reveals that in 1999/2000, the average tax-deductible donation made by 
individual Australian taxpayers represented only 0.22% of their taxable income. Our analysis 
reveals that since 1993/94, this percentage has been steadily decreasing, but for the first time 
began to increase in 1997/98. This trend has continued in 1999/2000 more strongly and is now 
at its highest level in the decade of the 1990s. 
 
3.2 Summary 
 
Based on the data extracted from Table 7 (comprising Charts 4 to 8), our analysis reveals that 
whilst both the total dollar amount, and average dollar amount donated by Australian taxpayers 
has been steadily increasing since 1992-93, the amount of charitable giving was steadily 
declining when compared to the total number of Australian taxpayers and increase in their 
taxable incomes. In the last two years the percentage of income given by gifting taxpayers is 
rising as well as the number of taxpayers claiming a gift. Likewise, the average tax-deductible 
donation claimed by individual Australian taxpayers expressed as a percentage of taxpayers’ 
taxable income increased. 
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Chart 4: Total Tax-Deductible Donations
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Chart 5: Average Tax-Deductible Donation
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Chart 6: Total Donating Taxpayers to Total Taxpayers
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 Chart 7: Percentage of Donating Taxpayers to Total Taxpayers 
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Chart 8: Tax-Deductible Donations as a Percentage of Taxable 
Income
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4.0   TAX-DEDUCTIBLE DONATIONS BY STATE OF RESIDENCE 
 
4.1 State of Residence 
 
Table 8 entitled Individual Taxpayer Donors' State of Residence summarises the amount of tax-
deductible donations claimed by individual taxpayers in each state during the 1999/2000 
financial year. 
 
Chart 9 Total Tax-Deductible Donations by State of Residence reveals that in 1999/2000, New 
South Wales was Australia's most generous state. In 1999/2000, a total of 1,122,120 
taxpayers in New South Wales gifted a total of $290 million, representing over 40% of the 
national total. The next largest donor state was Victoria which gifted $182 million (26%). Over 
half a million Queensland taxpayers gifted a total of $95 million (14%). 
 
In terms of average tax-deductible donations per state, Chart 10 Average Tax-Deductible 
Donation by State of Residence reveals that in 1999/2000, overseas/other taxpayers claimed 
the largest average tax-deductible donation of $384.10. This has decreased since the 
previous year where the average was $879.77. These are taxpayers who reside overseas 
but lodge an Australian tax return.  
 
In terms of average tax-deductible donations per Australian state, in 1999/2000, New South 
Wales taxpayers donated an average of $258.11 compared to the national average of 
$209.68. Australian Capital Territory taxpayers donated an average of $245.08, with Victoria 
third with an average tax-deductible donation of $199.77. 
 
Chart 11 Total Donating Taxpayers to Total Taxpayers by State of Residence shows the 
number of taxpayers who claimed tax-deductible donations per state of residence against the 
total number of taxpayers in 1999/2000.  
 
Chart 12 Percentage of Donating Taxpayers to Total Taxpayers by State of Residence shows 
the number of taxpayers by state of residence who claimed tax-deductible donations against 
the total number of taxpayers in 1999/2000. The chart reveals that in 1999/2000, 39.79% of 
Australian Capital Territory taxpayers made tax-deductible donations, compared to the national 
average of 33.06%. Victoria was next with 35.80%, with South Australia third with 34.85%.  
 
Another interesting analysis was the amount of tax-deductible donation relative to taxpayers’ 
taxable income by state. Chart 13 Tax-Deductible Donations as a Percentage of Taxable 
Income per State of Residence reveals that taxpayers in the Australian Capital Territory are 
the most generous, donating approximately 0.26% of their taxable income to DGRs. The next 
most generous were taxpayers from New South Wales with 0.25%. This compared to the 
national average of 0.22%. Queensland taxpayers gave an average of 0.18% of their taxable 
income. 
 
 
4.2 Summary 
 
Based on the data extracted from Table 2 (comprising Charts 9 to 13), our analysis revealed 
that whilst New South Wales taxpayers were Australia's most generous in 1999/2000 in terms 
of total dollar amounts, and average dollar amounts donated, Australian Capital Territory 
taxpayers were the most generous, when measuring the percentage of donating taxpayers to 
total taxpayers.  
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In 1999/2000, 39.98% of Australian Capital Territory taxpayers claimed tax-deductible 
donations to DGRs of 6.55% more than the national average of 33.06%. Furthermore, as a 
percentage of taxable income, Australian Capital Territory taxpayers also rank first, donating 
approximately 0.255% of their taxable income to DGRs, more than 0.03% more than the 
national average of 0.22%. 
 
The seeming generosity of those Australian Capital Territory taxpayers poses some interesting 
questions. Are those who live in the ACT extremely generous, or just good at keeping donation 
receipts? The Australian Capital Territory also has the highest taxable income in Australia 
($3,047 more than New South Wales per person), so perhaps this supports the premise that 
the more one earns, the greater the tax-deductible donation claimed to DGRs. 
 
Another interesting finding is the average donation and percentage of taxable income donated 
by overseas/other taxpayers. Our analysis revealed that in 1999/2000, overseas/other 
taxpayers claimed an average tax-deductible donation of $879.77 (nearly twice the previous 
year’s average of $450.12) to Australian charities, more than four times the national average of 
$209.68. As a percentage of taxable income, overseas/other taxpayers donated an average of 
1.57% of taxable incomes to gift deductible recipients, seven times the national average of 
0.22%.  
 
Division 30 of the Income Tax Assessment Act (1997) states that every person, whether a 
resident or non-resident of Australia, is entitled to an income tax deduction of $2 or more made 
to a deductible gift entity. Since 1 July 1997, in order to claim a tax-deductible donation, the 
deductible gift entity must be a fund, authority, institution or body established and operated in 
Australia, and the purposes or beneficiaries must also be in Australia. However, whilst the 
deductible gift entity must be established and operating in Australia, it does not matter where 
the taxpayer is located in order for them to claim a tax deduction. 
 
 
 
Chart 9: Total Tax-Deductible Donations by State
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Chart 10: Average Tax-Deductible Donation 
by State
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Chart 11: Total Donating Taxpayers to Total Taxpayers
by State
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Chart 12: Percentage of Donating Taxpayers to Total Taxpayers by State
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Chart 13: Tax-Deductible Donation as a Percentage of Taxable Income by 
State
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5.0   TAX-DEDUCTIBLE DONATIONS BY INCOME BAND 
 
5.1 Income Bands 
 
Table 9 entitled Individual Taxpayer Donors by Income Band summarises the amount of tax-
deductible donations claimed by individual taxpayers according to various income bands during 
the 1999/2000 financial year. The income band of less than $10,000 includes taxpayers whose 
taxable income is less than $10,000 as well as taxpayers who have a negative taxable income 
(ie. less than $Nil, due to the fact that their allowable deductions exceeded their assessable 
income). 
 
Chart 14 Total Tax-Deductible Donations by Income Band reveals that in 1999/2000, just over 
710,000 individual Australian taxpayers in the $50,000-$99,999 income band claimed the 
greatest tax-deductible donations totalling $186.56 million. This represented 26.5% of the total 
tax-deductible donations claimed in 1999/2000 by individual taxpayers of $702.5 million. The 
next largest tax-deductible donations in 1999/2000 came from individual taxpayers in the 
$35,000-$49,999 income band who donated a total of $124 million to DGRs. This represented 
almost 18% of the total. 1,398 taxpayers with a taxable income in excess of $1 million claimed 
tax-deductible donations totalling $37.51 million during 1999/2000 an increase of $17.58 million 
(or 88%) over the previous financial year.  
 
In terms of average tax-deductible donations per income band, Chart 15 Average Tax-
Deductible Donation by Income Band reveals that in 1999/2000, the average tax-deductible 
donation by taxpayers in the $50,000-$99,999 income band was $262.59, compared to the 
national average of $209.68. The average tax-deductible donation by individual taxpayers in 
the $35,000-$49,999 income band was $158.14. Taxpayers with a taxable income in excess of 
$1 million made an average tax-deductible donation of $26,828, an increase of $190 since the 
previous financial year. 
 
Chart 16 Total Donating Taxpayers to Total Taxpayers by Income Band shows the number of 
taxpayers who claimed tax-deductible donations against the total number of taxpayers in 
1999/2000. 
 
Chart 17 Percentage of Donating Taxpayers to Total Taxpayers by Income Band shows the 
number of taxpayers by income band who claimed tax-deductible donations against the total 
number of taxpayers in 1999/2000. The chart reveals that in 1999/2000, 41.99% of taxpayers in 
the $35,000-$49,999 income band claimed tax-deductible donations. When analysing the 
$50,000-$99,999 income band taxpayers, this percentage increases to 50.69%. 60.86% of 
taxpayers earning over $1 million claimed tax-deductible donations to DGRs, almost twice the 
national average of 33.06%. 
 
Chart 18 Tax-Deductible Donations as a Percentage of Taxable Income by Income Band 
graphs the percentage of taxable income that Australians donate to DGRs and claim tax-
deductions for by income band. The chart reveals that in 1999/2000, the average tax-
deductible donation made by taxpayers in the $50,000-$99,999 income band represented 
0.217% of their taxable income, marginally lower than the national average of 0.22%. 
Taxpayers in the $35,000-$49,999 income band donated only 0.165% of their taxable income 
to DGRs, whilst taxpayers in the $25,000-$34,999 income band donated only 0.162% of their 
taxable income.  
 
Interestingly, whilst the average tax-deductible donation by taxpayers with a taxable income of 
less than $10,000 was only $92.03, these taxpayers donated an average of 0.198% of their 
taxable income. 
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At the higher end of the scale, support is found for the contention that the more one earns, the 
greater the tax-deductible donation claimed to deductible gift recipients. For instance, taxpayers 
in the $500,000-$999,999 income band claimed average tax-deductible donations equivalent to 
0.626% of their taxable income, whilst taxpayers earning in excess of $1 million made an 
average tax-deductible donation equivalent to 0.784% of their taxable income, almost four 
times the national average. 
 
It is interesting to diagrammatically represent the number of donating taxpayers and the total 
tax-deductible donations claimed for the 1999/2000 financial year according to the 
abovementioned income bands. Using Robert Blum’s Donor Pyramid, which displays the 
hierarchy of donors by the size of their donations, Diagram 1 details the number of donating 
taxpayers in 1999/2000 according to various income bands. It can be seen that generally 
speaking, as the income levels increase, the fewer the number of taxpayer donors (except for 
the $35,000-$49,999 and $50,000-$99,999 income bands). 
 
Diagram 2, on the other hand, displays the total amount of tax-deductible donations claimed by 
taxpayers according to the various income bands. As can be seen, the shape of Diagram 2 is 
completely different, being almost the inverse of Diagram 1, indicating that taxpayers at the top 
end of the income scale claim greater tax-deductible donations. 
 
The goal for fundraisers is to develop fundraising strategies in an attempt to move donors up 
both pyramids in terms of numbers and total funds donated. 
 
5.2 Summary 
 
Based on the data extracted from Table 9 (comprising Charts 14 to 18), our analysis supports 
the general contention that the greater the taxable income, the greater the amount donated to 
deductible gift recipients. Our findings revealed that individual Australian taxpayers in the 
$50,000-$99,999 income band claimed the greatest total tax-deductible donations to DGRs. 
There is a direct correlation in terms of taxable income and the average tax-deductible donation 
claimed. Whilst taxpayers earning less than $10,000 claimed an average tax-deductible 
donation of $92.03, taxpayers earning in excess of $1 million, claimed average tax-deductible 
donations of $26,828. 
 
The analysis also revealed that the greater the taxable income, the more likely that taxpayers 
will claim tax-deductible donations. For example, in 1999/2000, only 10.93% of taxpayers with a 
taxable income of less than $10,000 claimed tax-deductible donations to DGRs. This figure 
steadily rises throughout the various income bands reaching 60.86% for taxpayers with taxable 
incomes of greater than $1 million. 
 
However, an interesting conclusion is reached when one analyses the amount of tax-deductible 
donation expressed as a percentage of taxable income. Taxpayers at both the top and bottom 
ends of the income bands analysed donate more as a percentage of their taxable income 
relative to taxpayers in the middle income bands. For instance, in 1999/2000, taxpayers with a 
taxable income of less than $10,000 claimed tax-deductible donations equivalent to 0.198% of 
their taxable income, close to the national average of 0.22%. This was more (expressed as a 
percentage of their taxable income) that those taxpayers in the $35,000-$49,999 and $50,000-
$99,999 income bands.  
 
Taxpayers earning in excess of $1 million claimed tax-deductible donations equivalent to 
0.784% of their taxable income. These findings pose some interesting research questions 
which could be addressed in a separate study. 
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Chart 14: Total Tax-Deductible Donations 
by Income Band
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Chart 15: Average Tax-Deductible Donation 
by Income Band
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Chart 16: Total Donating Taxpayers to Total Taxpayers
by Income Band
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Chart 17: Percentage of Donating Taxpayers to Total Taxpayers by 
Income Band
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Chart 18: Tax-Deductible Donations as a Percentage of  Taxable 
Income by Income Band
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6.0 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE DONATIONS BY INDUSTRY CLASSIFICATION 
 
6.1 Industry Classification 
 
Table 10 entitled Individual Taxpayers by Industry summarises the amount of tax-deductible 
donations claimed by individual taxpayers according to their industry classification for the 
1999/2000 financial year.  
 
In the 1999/2000 individual income tax return, an individual carrying on a business as a sole 
trader is required to complete the Individual Business and Professional Items Schedule 
(comprising Items P1 to P10) of the 2000 income tax return. Question P1 requires the taxpayer 
to provide a brief description of their main business activity and classify the industry in which 
the business operates (Label A). This industry classification is based on the Australian and 
New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification system (ANZSIC). This ANZSIC classification 
codes (numbered 01110 to 99990) form the basis of the following analysis. 
 
It should also be noted that the category Subsidiary Return Income from P & T refers to 
taxpayers who are not engaged in businesses as sole traders, but receive distributions from 
partnerships and trusts (Item 11 Partnerships and Trusts in the 1999/2000 tax return). This 
would include many small businesses structured as partnerships or discretionary trusts as well 
as distributions received by the individual from professional partnerships, such as accounting 
and law firms and medical practitioners, whose professional ethics and regulations prohibit 
them from incorporation. 
 
Chart 19 Total Tax-Deductible Donations by Industry reveals that in 1999/2000, 2.08 million 
individual salary and wage income earners (representing 33.69% of donating salary and wage 
income earners) claimed the greatest tax-deductible donations totalling $256 million. This 
amount donated represents 36% of the $702.5 million total tax-deductible donations claimed in 
1999/2000. The next largest industry that claimed tax-deductible donations in 1999/2000 of 
$160 million came from taxpayers in the property industry. This represented 23% of total tax-
deductible donations made in 1999/2000.  
 
In terms of average tax-deductible donations by industry code, Chart 20 Average Tax-
Deductible Donation by Industry reveals that in 1999/2000, the average tax-deductible donation 
claimed by salary and wage income earners was $123.08 compared to the national average of 
$209.68. This average tax-deductible donation of $123.08 is 13.9% higher than the previous 
financial year of $108.45.  
 
The highest average tax-deductible donations made in 1999/2000 were from taxpayers working 
in the accommodation, cafes and restaurants industry, who donated an average of $942.34 to 
DGRs. Last financial year this group claimed an average of $1,260.16. The next highest were 
taxpayers engaged in the health and community services industry who claimed an average tax-
deductible donation of $728.66. At the opposite end of the scale, the lowest average tax-
deductible donation in 1999/2000 came from taxpayers working in the electricity, gas, water 
sewerage and drainage industry, whose average tax-deductible donation was $85.58, followed 
by taxpayers working in the construction industry with an average tax-deductible donation of 
$118.12. 
 
Chart 21 Total Donating Taxpayers to Total Taxpayers by Industry shows the number of 
taxpayers who claimed tax-deductible donations by industry classification against the total 
number of taxpayers in 1999/2000.  
 
Chart 22 Percentage of Donating Taxpayers to Total Taxpayers by Industry reveals that in 
1999/2000, 33.69% of individual salary and wage income taxpayers claimed tax-deductible 
donations. This ranked second in terms of percentages.  
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The highest percentage of donating taxpayers came from the taxpayers working within the 
property industry with 42.70% of taxpayers claiming tax-deductible donations. At the opposite 
end of the scale, the sector that claimed the least amount of tax-deductible donations in 
1999/2000 were taxpayers in the construction industry. Only 14.96% of taxpayers working in 
this sector claimed tax-deductible donations to DGRs. The next lowest were taxpayers working 
within the accommodation, cafes and restaurants industry with 15.38%. This compares to the 
national average of 33.063%. 
 
Chart 23 Tax-Deductible Donations as a Percentage of Taxable Income by Industry analyses 
the amount of tax-deductible donations relative to taxpayers' taxable income by ANZSIC 
industry classification. The chart reveals that in 1999/2000, taxpayers working in the 
accommodation, cafes and restaurant industry were Australia’s most generous, donating an 
average of 0.65% of their taxable income, almost three times the national average of 0.22%. 
Taxpayers working in the cultural and recreational services industry were next, donating an 
average of 0.52% of their taxable income, closely followed by taxpayers working in primary 
production who donated an average of 0.49% of their taxable income to DGRs. 
 
At the opposite end of the scale, the sector that claimed the least amount of tax-deductible 
donations in 1999/2000 were taxpayers in the electricity, gas, water sewerage and drainage 
industry, claiming tax-deductible donations equivalent to only 0.049% of their taxable income. 
Taxpayers working in the construction industry claimed tax-deductible donations equivalent to 
0.063% of their taxable income. Our analysis revealed that only one in six (14.96%) of 
taxpayers in this industry claimed tax-deductible donations, compared to the national average 
of 33.06% (one in three). 
 
6.2 Summary 
 
Based on the data extracted from Table 10 (comprising Charts 19 to 23), our analysis reveals 
that in 1999/2000, individual salary and wage earners contributed the most amount of tax-
deductible donations totalling $256 million. This represented 36% of the total amount of tax-
deductible donations made by Australian taxpayers in 1999/2000 and represented 33.69% of 
total donating taxpayers. However, this group claimed the third lowest average tax-deductible 
donation of $123.08, compared to the national average of $209.68. 
 
Overall, our findings revealed that the most generous donating taxpayers in 1999/2000 were 
those taxpayers working in the accommodation, cafes and restaurants industry, property and 
the health and community services industry. As many donation-deductible organisations 
themselves operate in these industries (eg. hospitals, welfare agencies, community housing, 
art museums, art galleries etc), the evidence presented tends to support the premise that 
employees within these industries feel an affinity with such organisations and contribute 
accordingly. It is interesting to note that taxpayers engaged in primary production are also 
amongst Australia's most generous, which is interesting given the recent economic difficulties 
faced by the rural sector. 
 
At the other end of the scale, the analysis revealed that in 1999/2000, taxpayers within the 
construction and electricity, gas, water sewerage and drainage industries were Australia's least 
generous, ranking last and second last in terms of both average tax-deductible donation and 
average tax-deductible donation expressed as a percentage of their taxable income. 
Furthermore, the construction industry represented the lowest percentage of donating 
taxpayers, with only 14.96% (one in six) of taxpayers claiming tax-deductible donations in 
1999/2000, compared to the national average of 33.06% (one in three). 
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Chart 19: Total Tax-Deductible Donations by Industry
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Chart 20: Average Tax-Deductible Donation by Industry
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Chart 21: Total Donating Taxpayers to 
Total Taxpayers by Industry
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Chart 22: Percentage  of Donating Taxpayers to
Total Taxpayers by Industry
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Chart 23: Donations as a Percentage of Taxable Income 
by Industry
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7.0 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE DONATIONS BY SPECIFIC OCCUPATION 
 
7.1 Occupation Specific Analysis 
 
Tables 11 and 12 entitled Individual Taxpayers by Specific Occupation Code summarises the 
amount of tax-deductible donations claimed by individual taxpayers according to their specific 
occupation listed in their income tax return for the 1999/2000 financial year. The Australian 
Taxation Office has only been publishing tax-deductible statistics per occupation since 
1996/97.  
 
For 2000 individual income tax returns, an individual is required to self-assess their occupation 
and complete Label X at Item 1 Occupation Code. The occupation codes range from 101 to 
9900. These occupation codes form the basis of the following analysis. 
 
Chart 24 Top 10 Total Tax-Deductible Donations by Specific Occupation reveals that in 
1999/2000, individual salary and wage income earners claimed the greatest tax-deductible 
donations totalling $256 million. Apart from subsidiary return income taxpayers and taxpayers 
who did not state an occupation, the next largest individual donating taxpayer group were 
taxpayers working in property who claimed tax-deductible donations totalling $160 million. 
Taxpayers who nominated their occupation as medical and dental services provided total tax-
deductible donations to DGRs of $7.5 million, followed by taxpayers in horticultural and fruit 
growing with $6.8 million and cattle farming with $5.4 million. Other notable occupations that 
claimed tax-deductible donations in 1999/2000 were lawyers ($5.3 million) and accountants 
($2.8 million).  
 
In terms of average tax-deductible donations by specific occupation, Chart 25 Top 10 Average 
Tax-Deductible Donations by Specific Occupation reveals that in 1999/2000, taxpayers working 
in pubs, taverns and bars claimed the greatest average tax-deductible donation of $19,175. 
The next greatest were lawyers with $1,892, followed by taxpayers working in property 
development with $1,638. Taxpayers that nominated themselves as working within religious 
institutions claimed an average tax-deductible donation of $595. This compares to the national 
average tax-deductible donation of $209.68.  
 
It is interesting to note that the professions are also well represented with lawyers, accountants, 
doctors and dentists all making significant tax-deductible donations well above the national 
average. Farmers (sheep, cattle, pig and livestock farming) were also in the top 20 most 
generous taxpayers according to specific occupation. 
 
At the opposite end of the scale, Chart 26 Bottom 10 Average Tax-Deductible Donations by 
Specific Occupation reveals that in 1999/2000, the lowest average tax-deductible donation 
came from taxpayers engaged in non-ferrous metal manufacturing who claimed an average 
tax-deductible donation of $39.91 to DGRs. Next lowest were taxpayers working in petroleum 
refining with $61.67. Some of the other notable occupations at the bottom of the list included 
club workers with $67.39 and electricity workers with an average tax-deductible donation of 
$85.58. It is interesting to note that 15 of the lowest 28 tax-deductible donors to DGRs were 
involved in manufacturing activities of some sort. This is a consistent pattern from the previous 
two years. 
 
Chart 27 Top 10 Percentage of Donating Taxpayers to Total Taxpayers by Specific Occupation 
reveals that in 1999/2000, the occupation that claimed the most amount of tax-deductible 
donations were taxpayers working in forestry and logging. 46.39% of taxpayers working within 
this occupation claimed an average tax-deductible donation to DGRs totalling $592 during the 
1999/2000 financial year. 
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Next were taxpayers working in tertiary institutions (44.53% claiming an average tax-
deductible donation of $352). Next were taxpayers working in property with 42.7%. A total of 
41.4% of accountants and 39.29% of scientific researchers claimed tax-deductible donations in 
1999/2000. 38% of taxpayers working in religious institutions claimed tax-deductible donations 
to DGRs in 1999/2000. 
 
At the opposite end of the scale, Chart 28 Bottom 10 Percentage of Donating Taxpayers to 
Total Taxpayers by Specific Occupation reveals that in 1999/2000, the lowest percentage of 
donating taxpayers were taxpayers working in department stores (8.4%) and taxpayers working 
in supermarket grocery stores (9.3%). This equates to approximately to one in eleven 
taxpayers, compared to the national average of 33.06% (one in three). Some of the other 
notable occupations at the bottom of the list included taxpayers working in footwear 
manufacturing (10%) and hairdressers with 11.07%. The national average for 1999/2000 was 
33.06%. 
 
It is interesting to note that workers in cafes and restaurants, pubs, taverns and bars with only 
11.97% claimed tax-deductible donations during 1999/2000. Furthermore, the statistics reveal 
that only 13.10% (one in eight) publicans and tavern workers claimed tax-deductible donations 
in 1999/2000. It will be remembered earlier that workers in pubs, taverns and bars claimed the 
greatest average tax-deductible donation of $19,175.  
 
Given that only 60 publicans claimed tax-deductible donations in 1999/2000 and given the fact 
that in 1997/98, the average tax-deductible donation was $275.56, it can be concluded that the 
average tax-deductible donation figure in 1999/2000 has been grossly inflated by a few 
publicans donating significant amounts to DGRs. A large one-off tax-deductible donation will 
have the effect of dramatically increasing the average tax-deductible donation claimed by 
taxpayers within this occupation category. 
 
Chart 29 Top 10 Tax-Deductible Donations as a Percentage of Taxable Income by Specific 
Occupation analyses the amount of tax-deductible donations relative to taxpayers’ taxable 
income by specific occupation code. The chart reveals that in 1999/2000, taxpayers working in 
pubs, taverns and bars donated on average, 6.85% of their taxable income. However, as 
explained above, this percentage may be inflated by the significant contributions by a few 
publicans. Next were taxpayers working in religious institutions, who donated an average of 
1.25% of their taxable income to DGRs, followed by taxpayers in property development with 
0.98%. 
 
At the opposite end of the scale, Chart 30 Bottom 10 Tax-Deductible Donations as a 
Percentage of Taxable Income by Specific Occupation reveals that in 1999/2000, taxpayers 
working in non-ferrous metal manufacturing claimed average tax-deductible donations 
equivalent to only 0.027% of their taxable incomes, followed by workers engaged in cement 
manufacturing with 0.0327% and cement and concrete workers who donated an average of 
0.393% of their taxable income to DGRs. Some of the other notable occupations at the bottom 
of the list included taxpayers working in rail transport (0.041%) and construction workers with 
0.421%. This compares to the national average of 0.22% in 1999/2000. Once again, seven of 
the lowest 14 tax-deductible donors to DGRs were involved in manufacturing activities of some 
sort. This is a consistent pattern from the previous two years. 
 
7.2 Summary 
 
Based on the data extracted from Tables 11 and 12 (comprising Charts 24 to 30), our analysis 
reveals that in 1999/2000, salary and wage earners were the single greatest donating taxpayer 
group, donating in excess of 36% of total amounts donated. Taxpayers working in property 
development were also generous donating $160 million (or 22.8%) to DGRs.  
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Our findings revealed that the most generous donating taxpayers in 1999/2000 came from 
workers in pubs, taverns and bars who claimed an average tax-deductible donation of $19,175. 
However, further analysis revealed that only one in eight taxpayers (13.10%) in this occupation 
category claimed tax-deductible donations to DGRs, indicating that few publicans claimed a 
significant tax-deductible donation, thereby lifting the average tax-deductible donation claimed 
by taxpayers in this occupation group.  
 
Other occupations that were amongst Australia's most generous included workers involved in 
property development, workers within religious institutions and sheep and cattle farming 
taxpayers. It is interesting to note that the professions are also well represented with lawyers, 
accountants, doctors and dentists all claiming significant tax-deductible donations well above 
the national average. 
 
At the other end of the scale, the analysis revealed that taxpayers engaged in non-ferrous 
metal manufacturing, petroleum refining, plastic products manufacturing and concrete workers 
made the least amount of tax-deductible donations in 1999/2000.  
 
When analysing the number of donating taxpayers compared to the total number of individual 
taxpayers, our analysis revealed that in 1999/2000, more taxpayers working in forestry and 
logging claimed tax-deductible donations than any other occupation with 46.39%. Once again 
the professions were well represented with a greater percentage of accountants, lawyers, 
doctors and dentists claiming tax-deductible donations than the national average. It is 
interesting to note that whilst a greater number of accountants claimed tax-deductible donations 
than lawyers (41.40% compared to 31.21%), the average tax-deductible donation claimed by 
lawyers exceeded that claimed by accountants by more than four-and-a-half times ($1,892 
compared to $409).  
 
Similarly, when comparing taxpayers working within the education system, our analysis reveals 
that in 1999/2000, taxpayers working within tertiary education (44.53%) were more likely to 
claim tax-deductible donations than either school teachers (35.26%) or pre-school teachers 
(15.94%). Furthermore taxpayers working within tertiary education claimed average tax-
deductible donations of $352.54 compared to school teachers ($281.52) and pre-school 
teachers ($155.00).  
 
For the first time, the ATO has released information relating to professional sportspersons. Our 
analysis reveals that in 1999/2000, only 22.54% of professional sportspersons claimed tax-
dedcutible donations to DGRs. This compares to the national average of 33.06%. These 
sportspersons claimed an average tax-deductible donation of $181.54, which represented 
0.155% of their taxable income. This compares to the national average of $209.68 and 0.22% 
respectively. 
 
When one analyses the amount of tax-deductible donation expressed as a percentage of 
taxable income, our analysis reveals that in 1999/2000, taxpayers working in pubs, taverns and 
bars, religious institutions and property development were more likely to donate more of their 
taxable income than other taxpayers. 
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Chart 24: Top Ten Total Tax-Deductible Donations
 by Specific Occupation
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Chart 25 Top Ten Average Tax-Deductible Donations
by Specific Occupation
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Chart 26: Bottom Ten Average Tax-Deductible Donations by Specific Occupation
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Chart 27: Top Ten Percentage of Donating Taxpayers to Total Taxpayers by Specific 
Occupation
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Chart 28: Bottom Ten Percentage of Donating Taxpayers to Total Taxpayers by 
Specific Occupation
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Chart 29: Top Ten Donating Taxpayers as a Percentage of Taxable Income by 
Occupation
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Chart 30: Bottom Ten Donating Taxpayers as a Percentage of Taxable Income by 
Occupation
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8.0 COMPARISON WITH OTHER RECENT AUSTRALIAN STUDIES  
 
Several studies have attempted to measure the extent of charitable giving in Australia. The 
more recent giving studies by the ABS appear to be providing more reliable figures. In 
comparison, according to the 1998 Givewell Statistics, based on a survey of 2,000 adult 
Australians, in 1997, over 5 million individual Australians donated a total of $1.755 billion to 
charities. This reinforced the December 1997 Australians and their Money survey of 2,000 adult 
Australians, which estimated the figure to be $1.76 billion. Both studies did not take into 
account bequests and religious donations, as they are specifically non-tax-deductible to the 
donor.  
 
Lyons and Hocking (1998), Lyons (1999) (2001), and Lyons, Hocking, Helms and Salamon 
(1999) have all attempted to measure gifts and donations to Australian nonprofit organisations. 
These works identified about $2.8 billion from a variety of other sources, including gifts from the 
public, bequests, gifts and sponsorships from companies, and interest and rent from 
investments and from other commercial activity unrelated to the organisation's main purpose. 
 
Our paper reveals that according to published Australian Taxation Office statistics, Australian 
taxpayers made tax-deductible donations totalling $702.5 million in their 2000 individual income 
tax returns. If these two sets of figures are compared, it can be concluded that on average only 
one in every three dollars donated by Australian taxpayers is actually claimed as a tax 
deduction in tax returns.  
 
In terms of the number of individual taxpayers that make donations, whilst our findings (based 
on published ATO statistics) indicate that 3.26 million individual taxpayers claimed tax 
deductions for donations made in 1998/99, 1998 Givewell Statistics estimate the figure to be 
closer to 8.38 million, indicating that over 5 million Australians made donations to charities 
without making a claim in their tax return. Whilst published ATO figures indicate that 
approximately 33% of the adult Australian population make tax-deductible donations to 
charities, Givewell Statistics puts the figure at closer to 71%.  
 
The 1997 survey Australians and their Money puts the figure at 77% of the adult Australian 
population. This disparity raises some interesting questions. Whilst there are no available 
statistics to explain why this shortfall exists, Givewell (1998, p.4) outlines several explanations: 
 
• no receipt is issued and the taxpayer forgets the donation; 
• lost receipts are omitted from the tax return; 
• some taxpayers do not believe in claiming a tax deduction for a donation; 
• many forms of gifting are specifically non-tax-deductible. For example, raffles, 
merchandising, tickets to functions and gifting assets owned for more than 12 months; and 
• some charities do not have tax-deductible gift status. 
 
The Australian Bureau of Statistics also released in 2001 their second national Survey on 
Voluntary Work in Australia, which included monetary donations by individuals involved in the 
survey. The survey was conducted through the Population Survey Monitor, a quarterly 
house-based collection in the year 2000.  
 
The survey report did not publish any dollar amounts of giving, as it concentrated on who 
actually gave a gift of money in the period. The survey found that 74% of the equivalent 
population of Australians over 18 years of age made monetary donations. It found that 
volunteers donated at a higher rate by some 14% and females generally had a higher 
percentage of givers than males. 
 
In comparison in 1999/2000, 33.06% of taxpayers claimed tax-deductible donations to DGRs. 
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Table 1: Donors of Money to Organisations Based on Age 
 
 Donors Donation Rate 
 Males 
‘000 
Females 
‘000 
Persons 
‘000 
Males 
‘000 
Females 
‘000 
Persons 
‘000 
18-24 
25-34 
35-44 
45-54 
55-64 
65-74 
75 and over 
526.2 
931.6 
1,106.5 
976.2 
653.3 
428.3 
262.3 
613.5 
1,075.2 
1,189.8 
1,040.2 
648.4 
486.8 
332.3 
1,139.7 
2,006.8 
2,296.2 
2,016.4 
1,301.7 
915.1 
594.6 
56.2 
66.6 
77.4 
76.8 
77.1 
72.1 
74.1 
67.7 
75.9 
81.7 
82.4 
77.8 
73.1 
71.0 
61.8 
71.3 
79.5 
79.6 
77.4 
72.6 
72.3 
Total 4,884.3 5,386.4 10,270.7 71.5 76.9 74.2 
 
This study is based only on the extent of charitable giving by individual taxpayers. It does not 
measure the extent of corporate giving.  
 
Small business is an important contributor of both cash and in kind donations in Australia. The 
difference between personal and small business giving is blurred where the owner-operator of 
a small business is the decision maker. From a survey conducted in mid 2000, COSBOA 
(2000) found that “small firms give over $1.1 billion in cash and $2 billion in kind to community 
organisations”. 
 
The Centre for Corporate Public Affairs study entitled “Corporate Community Involvement – 
Establishing a Business Case” (2000) prepared for the Prime Minister’s Community Business 
Partnership initiative stated (p.12) “[annual] business support for non-profit organisations put 
the figure at around $1.8 billion.” 
 
In June 2002, the Australian Bureau of Statistics released the first comprehensive survey of 
business generosity in Australia.1 The survey included employing businesses on the ABS 
Register, but excluded government units, religious organisations, primary industries and 
private households employing staff. A feature of the ABS survey was that it not only collected 
information on monetary gifts and sponsorships, but also the dollar value equivalents of any 
goods and services associated with giving arrangements. 
 
The ABS found that during the 2000/01 year, businesses gave $1,447 million to the 
community sector with $921 million being money, $235 million being goods and $290 million 
being services. Of the total amount given, $679 million was in the form of sponsorship, $586 
million was in the form of donations and $182 million in the form of business to community 
partnerships. Business to community partnerships are co-operative arrangements between 
business and community organisations or individuals, normally involving “the voluntary 
transfer of money, goods or services in exchange for strategic business benefits such as 
improved staff expertise, wider networking, enhanced community reputation and/or other 
quantifiable benefits.”2 
 
Small business (less than 20 employees) preferred donations ($251 million) over 
sponsorships ($126 million) and business to community projects ($36 million), whereas large 
business (200 or more employees) favored sponsorship ($427 million) over donations ($198 
million) and business to community partnerships. 
 
Unfortunately, there is no ATO taxation data available for giving by corporate businesses in 
Australia, as the information is not collected by the ATO on company taxation returns. 
Combining the ABS data from Australian businesses and ATO data from individual taxpayers 
might seem an attractive avenue to ascertaining a more complete sense of the size of giving 
in Australia.  
                                                 
1 Australian Bureau of Statistics, Generosity of Australian businesses, ABS Cat. No. 8157.0, June, 2001. 
2 Ibid, p 12. 
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However, there are a number of problems that make the combination of little value and the 
main issues are: 
 
• The ABS survey is for the fiscal year 2000/01 whereas the most recent taxation data is 
for the tax year 1999/00. 
• The ABS data includes individuals who operate businesses that have employees as 
does the ATO individual taxpayer data – so there may be some double counting. 
• The ABS measured more ‘gifting activity’ such as sponsorships and donation of services 
which are not included in the more restricted definition of a “tax deductible gift”. 
• The ATO statistics do not capture individuals’ gifts to organisations which are not gift 
deductible. 
 
Given the caveats above, the following tables are purely of indicative use only. We have 
added data (incomplete and flawed as it is) to the results of the ABS survey. 
 
Table 2: Type of Business Giving 
 
 2000/01 ABS 1999/00 ATO 
 Money 
$’000 
Goods 
$’000 
Services 
$’000 
Total 
$’000 
Individual 
Donations 
$‘000 
Donations/Gifts 
Business to community projects 
Sponsorship 
334,054 
79,275 
507,532 
78,741 
50,874 
106,299 
172,870 
52,161 
64,823 
585,666 
182,310 
678,654 
$702,539 
N/A 
N/A 
Total Giving 920,861 235,915 289,854 1,446,630 N/A 
 
 
 
Table 3: Type of Business Giving By Industry 
 
 2000/01 ABS 1999/00 ATO 
 Business 
Donations 
$’000 
Business to 
community 
projects 
$’000 
Business 
sponsor-ship 
$’000 
Total 
Business 
Giving 
$’000 
Individual Gift 
Deductions 
$’000 
Mining 
Manufacturing 
Electricity, gas & water supply 
Construction 
Wholesale trade 
Retail trade 
Accommodation, cafes & restaurants 
Transport & storage 
Communication services 
Finance & insurance 
Property & business services 
Education 
Health & community services 
Cultural & recreational services 
Personal & other services 
Sport 
Salary & wage earners 
Primary Production 
Subsidiary return income from P&T 
Industry not stated 
7,928 
51,081 
2,228 
29,291 
42,033 
50,143 
69,269 
15,457 
1,173 
80,071 
123,818 
14,574 
28,510 
52,205 
17,882 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
17,740 
34,706 
7,016 
1,164 
8,435 
16,362 
8,049 
4,419 
1,984 
32,228 
24,247 
4,224 
9,116 
5,981 
6,639 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
6,654 
191,566 
13,804 
9,618 
107,569 
39,618 
31,346 
51,991 
32,090 
99,300 
56,085 
3,975 
2,747 
25,441 
6,851 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
32,322 
277,353 
23,049 
40,073 
158,037 
106,123 
108,664 
71,867 
35,248 
211,599 
204,150 
22,773 
40,373 
83,627 
31,372 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
93 
2,461 
8 
3,661 
1,130 
2,994 
1,449 
1,809 
495 
23,390 
160,014 
1,530 
10,258 
4,874 
3,040 
734 
255,814 
23,017 
187,911 
17,848 
Total 585,666 182,310 678,654 1,446,630 702,539 
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Table 4: Type of Business Giving (a) as a Proportion of Business Operations 
 
 
 2000/01 ABS 1999/00 ATO 
 Business 
Donations 
% 
Business 
to 
community 
projects 
% 
Business 
sponsor-
ship 
% 
Total 
Business 
Giving 
% 
Individual’s Deductible Gift as 
a proportion of taxable income 
% 
Total income 
Total expenses 
Wages & salaries 
Operating profit before tax 
Industry value added 
Net worth 
0.06 
0.06 
0.41 
0.67 
0.22 
0.11 
0.02 
0.02 
0.13 
0.21 
0.07 
0.04 
0.07 
0.07 
0.48 
0.78 
0.25 
0.13 
0.15 
0.16 
1.02 
1.66 
0.54 
0.28 
Taxable income 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
0.22231 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
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9.0 WILL THE CHANGES TO GIFT DEDUCTION STIMULATE GIVING? 
 
The policy behind giving a tax deduction to gifts to certain nonprofit organisations is that it will 
increase giving to such organisations, which is believed to be a “good” outcome by the 
government. In terms of economic theory, this assumes that the less it costs to give (ie, tax 
breaks for giving), then the more people will give. The economists build models of the “price 
elasticity of giving” – a measure of how responsive giving is to a change in its cost. It is 
assumed that people will give more if the price of giving is lowered, and less if the price of 
giving is raised.  
 
Treasury officials are interested in determining whether in giving the deduction for gifts, more 
giving is encouraged than what they have to pay for it (that is, the gifts exceed the lost 
taxation revenue). If it does not, then they argue that it would be more efficient for the 
government to directly use revenue to fund nonprofit organisations, than to do it through tax 
deductions for gifts. 
 
Researchers are uncertain about whether the cost of giving affects charitable donations. 
American research in the 1970s generally found that price elasticity of giving was greater 
than one, meaning that taxpayers who claim the deduction for gifts are likely to increase their 
giving by more than the estimated cost of the tax subsidy. However, when changes to the 
taxation regulations in the US altered to make the cost of giving rise, the observed result was 
that, with the exception of taxpayers in the highest tax brackets, giving remained fairly stable. 
 
More recent studies have suggested that givers are more sensitive to temporary changes in 
the price of giving. This often occurs when a taxpayer in a particular year has a higher than 
expected tax income and is more likely to access gift deductions. Studies also indicate that a 
reduction in the cost of giving often has a period of lag before taxpayers actually increase 
their giving significantly (Broman 1989, Clotfelter 1985). 
 
As outlined in Section 2.2 previously, in the tax year 1999/00 there were some initiatives to 
increase giving. These were: 
 
• permitting gifts of property valued by the Commissioner as being over $5,000; 
• enabling the establishment of Prescribed Private Funds (PPF); and 
• the apportionment of deductions for gifts to certain organisations over five years. 
 
While these measures technically commenced on 1 July 1999, the legislation and 
administrative procedures were only settled during the latter stages of the tax year in 
question, or even later for PPFs. This may well have thwarted the potential to increase tax 
deductible gifts. It also came at a time immediately prior to the introduction of the GST which 
may also have been a factor. 
 
The Government’s estimate of the financial impact of these provisions can be obtained from 
the Explanatory Memorandum to each of the proposed amendments. The following table is 
constructed from these sources: 
 
 1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 
Lost Revenue 5.5m 51m 56m 71m 
Gift Amount in 
Pre Tax $ 11.34m 105.155m 115.46m 146.39m 
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We have calculated the actual amount of gifts by using the top marginal rate of tax of 48.5%. 
This is because the provisions appear to be targeted at those on the highest rate of tax. 
Prescribed Private Funds are almost solely affordable by those in the top taxation bracket as 
are gifts of over $5,000. 
 
 
 1999/00 
Actual $ Increase 71m 
Actual $ Increase over 6 year avg (6.27%) 3.48m 4.91% 
 
 
Our rough estimates show that the actual cost to the Treasury has fallen short and is two-
thirds less than expected. Overseas studies have indicated that there may be a lag in 
taxpayer response to such measures (Bromer 1989, Clotfelter 1985), and given the 
administrative delays, this may have been further exacerbated. 
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10.0 INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS ON CHARITABLE GIVING 
 
In recent times the generosity of Australians has been compared with the United States, 
Canada and the United Kingdom. For instance, the 1995 Industry Commission Report No. 45 
entitled Charitable Organisations in Australia reported (at page 229): 
 
 "Even though comparisons of giving between countries are difficult, Australia 
compares poorly with the United States, both on a per capita basis and as a 
proportion of GDP . . . . . Australians on average contribute almost $100 per 
year whereas Americans contribute over five times this amount."  
 
However, to compare philanthropic donations using Tax Expenditure Tables across countries 
is not a particularly revealing activity. The way in which statistics are collected by the taxation 
authorities of various countries as well as the major differences in the taxation treatment of 
philanthropic gifts make meaningful comparisons difficult. 
 
For example, when analysing taxation statistics in the United States, the figures include gifts 
by corporations, whereas in Australia they do not. In the US, only taxpayers who opt to file 
tax returns can claim gift deductions. In the case of corporations, donors may claim a gift tax 
deduction for no more than 10% of their taxable income in any year, but are able to carry 
forward any excess donations for up to five years. Gift deductibility is also available in the US 
for gifts to religious institutions, national and international amateur sports competitions and 
the advocacy of social change, which are almost entirely excluded in Australia.  
 
In Canada, like the US, there is a cap on the amount of donations that may be claimed in any 
one year, with the gift cap limited to 20% of a person’s taxable income, unless you are giving 
to the Canadian government and then it is unlimited. 
 
The more common measure of giving which permits national comparisons is by percentage 
of Gross National Product (GNP). By this measure, the United States (2.0%) gives at a rate 
more than twice that of Great Britain (Wright 2001). 
 
United States of America 
 
Internal Revenue Service 
Tax Year 1999-00 
http://www.irs.gov.au 
 
 
Number of Tax returns 130,122,204
Total Number of Itemised Returns 42,975,975
Returns with charitable deductions 37,678,477
Taxable Income ($ millions) 6,307,009,049
Total Donations ($millions) 136,654,153
Percentage of donors to itemising taxpayers 88%
Donation as a Percentage of total adjusted gross income 2.2%
Average Tax Donation of gifting itemisers $3,626.85
 
 
The range of nonprofit organisations to which donations can attract tax deductions is much 
wider than that allowed in Australia and includes religious organisations and advocacy 
groups; almost all of the organisations we know as charitable or tax exempt in Australia 
would qualify. 
 
There are limitations on the amount of the tax deduction that may be claimed. The 
percentage varies with the status of the donee, the donor and the type of property which 
makes for a very complex system of gift contributions. In general, individuals may deduct up 
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to 50% of their “adjusted gross income” (AGI) for donations to publicly supported charities, 
up to 30% of AGI for donations to charities classified as private foundations, up to 30% of 
AGI for donations of capital assets to publicly supported charities, and up to 20% of AGI for 
donations of capital assets to privately supported foundations. Only those taxpayers who 
itemise their deductions actually claim gift deductions, mostly those over $US 75,000. 
 
Corporations may generally deduct up to 10% of their taxable income, regardless of the 
status of the organisation and regardless of the type of property involved. Donations are also 
deductible for the purposes of gift and estate duty. It is possible for an individual’s tax base 
for gift and estate purposes to be reduced to zero by making donations to nonprofit 
organisations. 
 
United Kingdom 
 
Taxation Statistics 
Inland Revenue 1999-2000 
http://www.inlandrevenue.gov.uk 
 
Number of Taxable taxpayers (Coy and individuals) 27,000,000
Number of Non-taxable Taxpayers Not available
Taxable Income (£ millions) 92,986
Number of individual Taxpayers providing Tax – deductible Donations Not available
Gross Amounts donated by Individuals (net of basic income tax rate) (£ 
millions) 
£429
Gross Amounts donated by Companies (net of basic income tax rate) (£ 
millions) 
£268
Gross Amount Donated (£ millions) £905
Payroll Giving Scheme – No. of donors 760,000
Payroll Giving Scheme – Gross Amt donated (£ millions) £37
Average Payroll donation (£) £48.68
Percentage of donors to total taxpayers Not available
Donation as a Percentage to taxable income 0.97%
Average Gross Tax Donation – taken on all taxpayers not just those 
donating 
£33.52
 
 
In the 1999/00 income tax year there were three forms in which a taxpayer could benefit from 
a gift to a charity: 
 
1. Covenant 
 
Up to April 2000 taxpayers who had a covenant (a legal document by which an individual or 
company promised to pay a fixed sum to charity each year) received relief from income or 
corporation tax, provided their covenants ran for more than three years. There were no 
restrictions on the amounts donated by covenants. 
 
2. Gift Aid 
 
Gift Aid enables individuals and companies to obtain tax relief on single gifts of money to 
charities. Millennium Gift Aid started on 31 July 1998 and continued until 31 December 2000. 
Millennium Aid lowered the minimum donation, which gets Gift Aid from £250 to £100 where 
an individual gives to these causes. The minimum amount was removed in April 2000 and 
there is no upper limit. 
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3. Payroll 
 
In addition, since 1987, the United Kingdom has provided tax relief in relation to payroll 
giving. In other words, the employer gives tax relief by deducting the gift from the employee's 
pay before calculating the PAYE tax. The employer pays the gift to an agency charity, which 
distributes the amounts to nominated charities.  
 
In the March 2000 budget major changes were made to charitable giving. The mechanics of 
the relief operate as follows: the gift is paid less the basic rate of income tax and the charity 
recovers this from the taxation authorities. If the donor is an individual, then they retain the 
tax deducted. A gift by an individual of £78 is treated as a donation of £100 from which the 
donor has deducted tax at the basic rate of 22%. The individual keeps the £22 if a basic 
taxpayer. If the taxpayer is on a higher rate (40%), the gross payment (£100) is deducted 
from his income chargeable at 40% and the amount of relief is £40. 
 
A company pays over the whole amount to the charity and deducts the gross amount of the 
gift from taxable profits. 
 
In the United Kingdom, most organisations that come within the legal definition of charity are 
recipients of tax-deductible gifts. This includes religious organisations, educational 
institutions, the relief of poverty and sickness and other public benefit organisations that act 
in the community's interest. This is a much wider group of interests and activities compared 
to Australia's narrower conception of gift deductibility via Public Benevolent Institutions, 
philanthropic funds and specifically named institutions. 
 
Canada 
 
Taxation Statistics 
Canada Customs and Revenue Agency - 2000 Tax Year 
Available at http://www.ccra-adrc.gc.ca 
 
Number of Taxable taxpayers 14, 978,270
Number of Non-taxable Taxpayers 6,458,440
Total Number of Individual Taxpayers 21,436,710
Taxable Income (millions) 671,922
Number of individual Taxpayers providing Tax – deductible Donations 5,476,410
Total Donations ($millions) 5,401
Total tax credits on donations ($ millions)3 1,483
Total non-refundable tax credits ($ million)4 38,045
Percentage of donors to total taxpayers 25.54%
Donation as a Percentage to taxable income .8%
Average Tax Donation $986
 
 
Donation Differences to Australia 
 
• donations are allowable to a much wider range of entities including charities such as 
churches and religious groups and a wider range of overseas charities; 
• an individual’s donations are not deducted from their income, but is a tax credit; only a 
percentage of the donation is taken off actual tax paid; 
• in any year individuals cannot claim more than 75% of their taxable income; 
                                                 
3 As explained in the text, in the Canadian tax system, gifts by an individual are not a deduction from their income tax, but a set 
percentage of the donation may be deducted as a tax credit from an individual’s income tax. This is the amount actually deducted 
from their tax liability, not their assessable income. 
4 As explained in the text, in the Canadian tax system, gifts by an individual are not a deduction from their income tax, but a set 
percentage of the donation may be deducted as a tax credit from an individual’s income tax. This is the amount of the donation that 
was outside the percentage of the donation that could be claimed. 
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• donations made pursuant to a taxpayer’s will also generate a tax credit; 
• a corporation can claim a deduction, but it is from taxable income as it is in Australia; 
• these statistics do not include corporate giving; and  
• all tax credits can be spread over five years. 
 
Gifts to a registered charity by an individual may be deducted as a tax credit from an 
individual’s income tax, rather than a deduction from an individual’s assessable income as it 
is in Australia. A tax credit differs from a straight deduction from assessable income. It affects 
the taxpayer’s tax liability directly, rather than indirectly through the taxpayer’s taxable 
income. A percentage of the amount is set and this is the same for all taxpayers no matter 
what their tax bracket. Thus the taxpayer’s marginal rate of tax does not dictate the size of 
the subsidy the donor receives. 
 
The Canadian tax credit rate is 17% of the first $200 and 29% for donations over $200. 
However, the maximum credit that an individual may claim is generally limited to a total of 
75% of the taxpayer’s income for the year plus 25% of any taxable capital gain from making 
the gift. Unused credits in any year can be carried forward for up to five years. Special rules 
apply for gifts to the Crown, gifts to US charities, and of certified cultural property. 
 
In Canada, gifts to all charities (not just a specified class of charities such as gift deductible 
entities) receive tax benefits as well as gifts made in wills. This is much wider than permitted 
in Australia. 
 
Donations by corporations are deductible by the corporation in computing its taxable income, 
similar to Australia. However, unlike Australia there is a gift deduction cap of 75% of the 
corporation’s net income for the year. 
 
The 2000 National Survey of Giving, Volunteering and Participating in Canada indicated that 
people gave (not only tax deductible gifts) on average $259, an increase of $20 on the last 
survey in 1997 with a participation rate of 78%. The value of direct donations to charities was 
$5 billion. Indirect support through purchasing of goods such a chocolate bars where the 
proceeds go to charity, purchasing charity lottery tickets, and attending charity sponsored 
bingo totalled $1.19 billion. 
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Taxation Statistics 2000 
Table 7: Individual Taxpayer Statistics 
Financial Years Ending 30 June 1993 to 30 June 2000 
                 
  1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 
                 
Number of Taxable Taxpayers    7,661,771    7,609,299    7,861,134    8,165,622    8,239,609    8,251,120    8,019,250   8,457,392 
Number of Non-Taxable Taxpayers    1,611,200    1,781,791    1,757,876    1,685,899    1,621,454    1,554,455    1,736,142   1,678,442 
          
Total Number of Individual Taxpayers    9,272,971    9,391,090    9,619,010    9,851,521    9,861,063    9,805,575    9,755,392  10,135,834
          
Taxable income ($ million)  $   210,903 $    222,712 $    236,580 $    253,564 $    263,849 $    277,089 $    286,914 $   316,020 
          
Number of Individual Taxpayers Providing         
Tax-Deductible Donations    3,134,553    3,156,223     3,170,370    3,201,891    3,150,500    3,200,513    3,260,758   3,350,557 
          
Total Tax-Deductible Donations (in $ millions)  $          439   $          471   $          495   $          528   $          541   $          581   $          632   $         703  
          
Percentage Increase N/A 7.29% 5.10% 6.67% 2.46% 7.30% 8.85% 11.18%
          
Percentage of Donors to Total Taxpayers 33.80% 33.61% 32.96% 32.50% 31.95% 32.64% 33.43% 33.06%
          
Donation as a Percentage of Taxable Income 0.20815% 0.21148% 0.20923% 0.20823% 0.20504% 0.20950% 0.22023% 0.22231%
          
Average Tax-Deductible Donation $      140.05 $      149.23 $      156.13 $      164.90 $      171.72 $      181.38 $      193.78 $     209.68 
Percentage Increase N/A 6.55% 4.63% 5.62% 4.13% 5.63% 6.84% 8.20%
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Taxation Statistics 2000 
Table 8: Individual Taxpayer Donors State of Residence 
Financial Year Ending 30 June 2000 
               
State of Residence 
Total Number of 
Individual Taxable Income Total Tax-Deductible Donations 
Percentage of 
Donating 
Taxpayers to 
Total 
Taxpayers 
Donations as 
a Percentage 
of Taxable 
Income 
Average Tax-
Deductible 
Donation 
  Taxpayers $m no. $m % % $ 
                
NSW 3,374,123 114,358 1,122,120 289.64 33.26% 0.25327% $         258.11 
Victoria 2,542,197 79,452 910,103 181.81 35.80% 0.22883% $         199.77 
Queensland 1,878,096 52,842 572,072 95.15 30.46% 0.18006% $         166.32 
South Australia 790,453 22,192 275,434 46.96 34.85% 0.21159% $         170.48 
Western Australia 1,019,121 30,825 299,103 55.52 29.35% 0.18011% $         185.62 
Tasmania 237,192 6,267 70,203 11.20 29.60% 0.17877% $         159.59 
Northern Territory 95,001 2,974 25,734 3.64 27.09% 0.12243% $         141.50 
ACT 189,497 7,016 75,397 18.48 39.79% 0.26337% $         245.08 
Overseas/Other Taxpayers 10,154      94          391     0.15   3.85% 0.16034% $         384.10 
         
Total       10,135,834 $            316,020            3,350,557  $         702.54 33.06% 0.22231% $         209.68 
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Taxation Statistics 2000 
Table 9: Individual Taxpayer Donors by Income Band 
Financial Year Ending 30 June 2000 
                 
Taxable Income 
Total Number of 
Individual 
Taxable 
Income 
Total Number of 
Individual 
Total Tax-Deductible 
Donations 
Percentage of 
Donating 
Taxpayers to 
Total 
Taxpayers 
Donations as a 
Percentage of 
Taxable 
Income 
Average Tax-
Deductible 
Donation 
Bands Taxpayers $m Taxpayers no. $m % % $ 
                  
Under $10,000 1,734,787 8,823 1,734,787 189,559 17.45 10.93% 0.19773% $        92.03 
$10,000 - $14,999 1,107,503 13,270 1,107,503 286,515 31.09 25.87% 0.23427% $      108.50 
$15,000 - $20,700 972,144 16,222 972,144 281,613 33.61 28.97% 0.20721% $      119.37 
$20,700 - $24,999 981,461 21,172 981,461 304,409 37.59 31.02% 0.17755% $      123.49 
$25,000 - $34,999 1,836,034 52,838 1,836,034 667,761 85.44 36.37% 0.16169%  $      127.94
$35,000 - $49,999 1,869,128 75,064 1,869,128 784,829 124.12 41.99% 0.16534% $      158.14 
$50,000 - $99,999 1,401,501 85,966 1,401,501 710,454 186.56 50.69% 0.21702% $      262.59 
$100,000 - $499,999 224,661 33,929 224,661 120,197 124.47 53.50% 0.36686% $    1,035.57 
$500,000 - $999,999 6,318 3,948 6,318 3,822 24.71 60.49% 0.62587% $    6,465.76 
$1,000,000 and over           2,297    4,786       2,297     1,398     37.51 60.86% 0.78365% $  26,828.43 
          
Total     10,135,834 $316,020     10,135,834    3,350,557 $702.54 33.06% 0.22231% $      209.68 
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Taxation Statistics 2000 
Table 10: Individual Taxpayers by Industry 
Financial Year Ending 30 June 2000 
               
ANZSIC Industry Classification 
Total Number 
of Individual 
Taxable 
Income Total Tax-Deductible Donations
Percentage of 
Donating 
Taxpayers to 
Total 
Taxpayers 
Donations as a 
Percentage of 
Taxable 
Income 
Average Tax-
Deductible 
Donation 
  Taxpayers $m no. $m % % $ 
                
Salary and wages earners 6,168,483 173,810 2,078,364 255.81 33.69% 0.14718% $       123.08
Property 1,363,890 54,306 582,368 160.01 42.70% 0.29466% $       274.77
Primary production 117,621 4,711 31,749 23.02 26.99% 0.48859% $       724.98
Mining 3,159 114 643 0.09 20.35% 0.08245% $       146.13
Manufacturing 60,809 1,602 11,697 2.46 19.24% 0.15367% $       210.43
Electricity, gas supply and water sewage & drainage 552 18 105 0.01 19.02% 0.04943% $         85.58
Construction 207,247 5,781 30,994 3.66 14.96% 0.06333% $       118.12
Wholesale trade 15,115 431 2,965 1.13 19.62% 0.26255% $       381.32
Retail trade 69,068 1,256 12,008 2.99 17.39% 0.17342% $       249.36
Accommodation, cafes and restaurants 9,998 223 1,538 1.45 15.38% 0.64910% $       942.34
Transport and storage 49,192 1,106 8,368 1.81 17.01% 0.14409% $       216.18
Communication 15,337 371 2,828 0.50 18.44% 0.13338% $       175.12
Finance, insurance, real estate & business services 172,694 6,812 50,217 23.39 29.08% 0.34340% $       465.80
Education 16,668 423 5,349 1.53 32.09% 0.36162% $       286.14
Health and community services 49,750 2,775 14,078 10.26 28.30% 0.36966% $       728.66
Cultural and recreational services 32,462 944 9,458 4.87 29.14% 0.51608% $       515.36
Sport 14,265 386 2,995 0.73 21.00% 0.19035% $       245.18
Personal and other services 61,141 1,372 11,414 3.04 18.67% 0.22163% $       266.40
Subsidiary return income from P & T (Non-primary 
production) 1,458,558 51,574 436,084 187.91 29.90% 0.36435% $       430.91
Industry not stated 249,825 7,385 57,335 17.85 22.95% 0.24169% $       311.30
         
Total 10,135,834 $316,020 3,350,557 $     702.54 33.06% 0.22231% $       209.68
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Taxation Statistics 2000 
Table 11: Individual Taxpayers by Specific Occupation (Sorted by Total Tax-Deductible Donation) 
Financial Year Ending 30 June 2000 
                
Occupation 
Total Number 
of Individual Taxable Income Total Tax-Deductible Donations 
Percentage of 
Donors to Total 
Taxpayers 
Donations as a 
Percentage of 
Taxable 
Income 
Average Tax-
Deductible 
Donation  
  Taxpayers $ no. $ % %  $  
                
Salary and wage earners 6,168,483 173,810,127,716 2,078,364 255,814,622 33.69% 0.14718% $             123.08 
Subsidiary return - (income from P & T  
other than primary production) 1,458,558 51,573,922,167 436,084 187,911,852 29.90% 0.36435% $             430.91 
Property 1,363,890 54,305,511,812 582,368 160,014,933 42.70% 0.29466% $             274.77 
Industry not stated 77,595 2,962,223,199 28,335 10,136,525 36.52% 0.34219% $             357.74 
Subsidiary return income from partnerships & 
trusts (primary production) 172,230 4,422,605,122 29,000 7,711,771 16.84% 0.17437% $             265.92 
Medical and dental services 16,934 1,863,846,750 5,741 7,466,139 33.90% 0.40058% $           1,300.49 
Horticulture and fruit growing 20,818 1,033,560,445 6,781 6,773,543 32.57% 0.65536% $             998.90 
Cattle farming 26,553 919,580,201 6,160 5,362,095 23.20% 0.58310% $             870.47 
Legal services 8,947 942,906,487 2,792 5,282,347 31.21% 0.56022% $           1,891.96 
Forestry and logging 17,191 1,158,379,061 7,975 4,723,703 46.39% 0.40779% $             592.31 
Arts 27,440 779,798,675 8,127 4,509,602 29.62% 0.57830% $             554.89 
Financial assets investors 14,578 777,506,978 4,783 3,791,486 32.81% 0.48765% $             792.70 
Marketing and business management services 27,725 956,642,082 8,020 2,847,092 28.93% 0.29761%  $             355.00 
Accounting, auditing and bookkeeping 16,589 669,413,946 6,868 2,813,931 41.40% 0.42036% $             409.72 
Other health services 22,131 688,289,270 6,053 2,232,323 27.35% 0.32433% $             368.80 
Services to finance and investment 6,905 348,067,297 2,467 1,595,893 35.73% 0.45850% $             646.90 
Engineering, surveying and technical services 18,257 739,287,619 5,562 1,593,804 30.47% 0.21559% $             286.55 
Other business services 42,016 970,135,139 9,416 1,584,365 22.41% 0.16331% $             168.26 
Interest groups 6,376 336,447,581 1,750 1,530,001 27.45% 0.45475% $             874.29 
Other livestock farming 6,071 240,795,631 1,680 1,483,613 27.67% 0.61613%  $             883.10 
Other education 15,946 397,653,523 5,083 1,445,475 31.88% 0.36350% $             284.37 
Building completion services 82,007 2,216,304,429 10,871 1,224,130 13.26% 0.05523% $             112.61 
Other personal services 37,334 718,443,149 7,512 1,205,282 20.12% 0.16776% $             160.45 
Pubs/taverns and bars 458 16,799,426 60 1,150,526 13.10% 6.84860% $         19,175.43 
Property operators and developers 2,589 116,747,461 701 1,148,487 27.08% 0.98374%  $           1,638.36 
Sheep farming 6,864 198,232,187 1,316 1,062,072 19.17% 0.53577% $             807.05 
Sheep/cattle farming/grain growing 9,237 278,310,913 1,802 1,056,036 19.51% 0.37944% $             586.04 
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Other personal and household goods retailing 21,303 459,548,009 4,557 1,027,403 21.39% 0.22357% $             225.46 
Services to agriculture 10,303 286,056,324 2,147 1,026,906 20.84% 0.35899% $             478.30 
Computer services 12,336 467,134,628 3,568 904,129 28.92% 0.19355%  $             253.40 
Road passenger transport 19,295 406,619,118 3,518 745,610 18.23% 0.18337% $             211.94 
Installation trade services 29,877 963,050,690 5,373 691,815 17.98% 0.07184% $             128.76 
Site preparation services 43,154 1,221,846,881 6,112 646,745 14.16% 0.05293% $             105.82 
Architectural services 8,970 308,583,946 2,379 632,302 26.52% 0.20490% $             265.78 
Grain growing 5,965 116,761,811 1,043 547,245 17.49% 0.46868%  $             524.68 
Other crop growing 3,411 166,701,993 1,209 528,972 35.44% 0.31732% $             437.53 
Other construction services 26,443 634,883,893 4,424 526,644 16.73% 0.08295% $             119.04 
Building construction 21,798 612,915,737 3,454 495,344 15.85% 0.08082% $             143.41 
Other wholesaling 3,360 87,539,567 709 493,993 21.10% 0.56431% $             696.75 
Pharmacies 2,647 229,923,249  597 478,930 22.55% 0.20830% $             802.23 
Publishing 1,493 52,379,071 561 433,637 37.58% 0.82788% $             772.97 
Real estate agents 4,431 156,075,606 1,037 321,609 23.40% 0.20606% $             310.13 
Water transport 843 60,984,122 224 320,434 26.57% 0.52544% $           1,430.51 
Clothing and softgoods retailing 5,886 124,328,516 997 313,761 16.94% 0.25236% $             314.71 
Professional sportspersons 7,644 201,202,678  1,723 312,787 22.54% 0.15546% $             181.54 
Road freight transport 19,270 514,851,694 2,804 306,271 14.55% 0.05949% $             109.23 
Machinery and equipment hiring and leasing 3,738 131,024,952 826 302,175 22.10% 0.23062% $             365.83 
Beverage manufacturing 431 39,226,902 178 286,302 41.30% 0.72986% $           1,608.44 
Motor vehicle services 15,949 380,158,305 2,277 284,301 14.28% 0.07478% $             124.86 
Other chemical products manufacturing 2,144 71,267,168 573 277,320 26.73% 0.38913% $             483.98 
Specialised food retailing 9,489 175,830,748 1,175 275,781 12.38% 0.15684% $             234.71 
Animal training for racing 1,553 40,136,374 252 257,563 16.23% 0.64172% $           1,022.08 
Farm produce and supplies 2,386 79,787,986 541 249,889 22.67% 0.31319% $             461.90 
Courier services 11,045 258,920,493 1,904 243,082 17.24% 0.09388% $             127.67 
Recreational goods retailing 3,392 84,723,383 691 234,418 20.37% 0.27669% $             339.24 
Hairdressing 15,048 245,351,421 1,666 212,173 11.07% 0.08648% $             127.35 
Services to insurance 2,237 91,323,605 604 211,079 27.00% 0.23113% $             349.47 
Dairy cattle farming 3,546 97,758,698 527 204,861 14.86% 0.20956% $             388.73 
Other services to transport 3,364 88,571,669 654 203,724 19.44% 0.23001% $             311.50 
Film and video services 2,209 87,174,768 683 202,185 30.92% 0.23193% $             296.02 
Furniture, houseware and appliance retailing 4,493 133,650,237 855 198,636 19.03% 0.14862%  $            232.32 
Printing and services to printing 3,438 85,471,008 883 182,311 25.68% 0.21330% $             206.47 
Telecommunication services 1,468 53,341,828 377 164,069 25.68% 0.30758% $             435.20 
Fabricated metal products manufacturing 8,765 280,001,829 1,720 155,980 19.62% 0.05571% $               90.69 
Hotels, motels, boarding houses, etc. 2,732 80,328,044 646 155,148 23.65% 0.19314% $             240.17 
Clothing manufacturing 8,460 133,624,038 1,197 154,152 14.15% 0.11536% $             128.78 
Community care services 1,713 44,172,327 589 149,057 34.38% 0.33744% $             253.07 
Cafes and restaurants 6,691 123,372,830 801 141,554 11.97% 0.11474% $             176.72 
Veterinary services 1,083 49,643,586 236 126,704 21.79% 0.25523% $             536.88 
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Non-financial asset investors              1,317 55,153,000                507             126,290 38.50% 0.22898% $             249.09 
Child care services               6,023 78,511,521                990             120,990 16.44% 0.15410% $             122.21 
Timber wholesaling and builders supplies 
wholesaling              1,683 50,975,033                294             112,670 17.47% 0.22103%  $             383.23 
Banking                 819 33,883,660                265             108,780 32.36% 0.32104% $             410.49 
Services to the arts              1,718 47,038,737                384             103,918 22.35% 0.22092%  $             270.62 
Air transport                 582 26,728,030                176             102,153 30.24% 0.38219% $             580.41 
Machinery wholesaling              2,682 82,071,375                564             101,831 21.03% 0.12408% $             180.55 
Other manufacturing              3,698 88,246,272                659               97,946 17.82% 0.11099% $             148.63 
Religious organisations                 421 7,593,195                160               95,245 38.00% 1.25435% $             595.28 
Furniture manufacturing              5,916 145,198,568                915               93,529 15.47% 0.06441% $             102.22 
Personal and household goods hiring              2,383 71,773,324                486               93,288 20.39% 0.12998% $             191.95 
Scientific research                 649 27,412,402                255               88,966 39.29% 0.32455% $             348.89 
Postal services              2,824 59,015,812                547               88,075 19.37% 0.14924% $             161.01 
Household equipment repair services              3,448 80,467,313                614               87,511 17.81% 0.10875%  $             142.53
Other wood product manufacturing              3,121 80,053,093                583               84,647 18.68% 0.10574% $             145.19 
Photographic and scientific equipment 
manufacturing              1,206 43,797,993                 284               84,502 23.55% 0.19294% $             297.54 
Marine fishing              3,800 127,322,679                443               84,066 11.66% 0.06603% $             189.77 
Non-building construction              3,968 132,026,254                760               76,427 19.15% 0.05789% $             100.56 
Other recreation services              2,380 57,819,487                477               72,777 20.04% 0.12587% $             152.57 
Other transport              4,528 115,041,711                662               68,145 14.62% 0.05924% $             102.94 
Tertiary education                 411 18,152,205                183               64,515 44.53% 0.35541% $             352.54 
Food, drink and tobacco wholesaling              1,738 46,704,021                304               62,721 17.49% 0.13429% $             206.32 
Pig farming                  617 12,683,920                  82               57,018 13.29% 0.44953%  $             695.34 
Mining exploration              1,381 60,637,069                324               56,572 23.46% 0.09330% $             174.60 
Industrial machinery and equipment 
manufacturing              3,046 88,488,595                605               56,181 19.86% 0.06349% $               92.86 
Motor vehicle and parts manufacturing              2,000 51,921,993                364               50,436 18.20% 0.09714% $             138.56 
Textile product manufacturing              2,110 40,577,184                342               49,973 16.21% 0.12316% $             146.12 
Health, fitness and sporting facilities              1,692 42,980,677                332               49,922 19.62% 0.11615%  $             150.37 
Department stores                 381 14,151,994                  32               48,248 8.40% 0.34093% $           1,507.75 
Ceramic products manufacturing              1,118 20,429,376                207               47,416 18.52% 0.23210% $             229.06 
Sugar cane growing                 960 19,142,924                191               46,454 19.90% 0.24267% $             243.21 
Hospitals and nursing homes                 236 11,812,228                   84               42,430 35.59% 0.35920% $             505.12 
Textile, clothing and footwear wholesaling              1,012 25,518,408                191               41,938 18.87% 0.16434% $             219.57 
Gambling services                 996 43,638,927                211               41,271 0.09457% $             195.60 
Recorded media manufacturing and publishing                 402 14,529,920                116               38,679 28.86% 0.26620%  $             333.44 
Electrical equipment and appliance manufacturing              1,456 42,409,853                319               36,336 21.91% 0.08568% $             113.91 
Aquaculture                 912 23,538,469                186               34,116 20.39% 0.14494% $             183.42 
Other transport equipment manufacturing              1,374 39,438,273                242               32,787 17.61% 0.08313% $             135.48 
Basic chemical manufacturing                 460 13,705,936                  88               31,365 19.13% 0.22884% $             356.42 
21.18%
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Electronic equipment manufacturing                 700 21,274,902                201               28,754 28.71% 0.13515% $             143.05 
Minerals, metals and chemical wholesalers                 561 16,471,076                112               28,511 19.96% 0.17310% $             254.56 
Other insurance                  435 13,726,327                121               26,356 27.82% 0.19201% $             217.82 
Motor vehicle retailing              1,048 27,504,884                117               26,287 11.16% 0.09557% $             224.68 
Public order and safety services              1,209 31,142,011                225               25,255 18.61% 0.08110% $             112.24 
Structural metal products manufacturing                 929 28,363,829                168               22,094 18.08% 0.07789% $             131.51 
Motor vehicle wholesaling              1,100 26,957,293                142               21,912 12.91% 0.08128% $             154.31 
Radio and television services                 527 15,682,696                113               19,716 21.44% 0.12572%  $             174.48 
Iron and steel manufacturing                 753 20,781,610                136               19,541 18.06% 0.09403% $             143.68 
Supermarket grocery stores              1,032 16,349,569                  96                19,014 9.30% 0.11630% $             198.06 
Fruit and vegetable processing                 164 4,496,819                  59               18,150 35.98% 0.40362% $             307.63 
Services to air transport                  203 8,647,035                  70               17,908 34.48% 0.20710% $             255.83 
Services to water transport                 549 17,292,415                140               17,660 25.50% 0.10213% $             126.14 
School education                 173 3,939,668                  61               17,173 35.26% 0.43590% $             281.52 
Storage                 224 7,000,711                  49               17,122 21.88% 0.24458% $             349.43 
Museums                 132 3,764,571                  35               17,040 26.52% 0.45264% $             486.86 
Leather and leather product manufacturing                 321 6,005,207                  49               16,765 15.26% 0.27917%  $             342.14 
Log sawmilling and timber dressing                 487 12,631,653                  86               16,224 17.66% 0.12844% $             188.65 
Household goods wholesaling                 502 11,561,803                  92               15,851 18.33% 0.13710% $             172.29 
Libraries                 234 6,140,303                  71               15,755 30.34% 0.25658% $             221.90 
Other food manufacturing                 723 16,530,037                 140               15,011 19.36% 0.09081% $             107.22 
Cement, lime, plaster and concrete products 
manufacturing              1,360 37,483,420                164               14,730 12.06% 0.03930% $               89.82 
Hunting and trapping                 989 22,212,648                138               14,235 13.95% 0.06409% $             103.15 
Poultry farming                 397 10,617,597                  76               14,063 19.14% 0.13245%  $             185.04 
Mining                 530 13,193,386                110               13,908 20.75% 0.10542% $             126.44 
Textile fibre, yarn and woven fabric manufacturing                 356 7,388,356                  71                12,897 19.94% 0.17456% $             181.65 
Sheet metal products manufacturing                 822 25,558,870                148               12,426 18.00% 0.04862% $               83.96 
Glass and glass product manufacturing                  590 13,611,840                  94               11,914 15.93% 0.08753% $             126.74 
Flour mill and cereal food manufacturing                  76 1,404,529                  10               11,331 13.16% 0.80675%  $           1,133.10
Metal ore mining                 310 12,825,255                  66               10,804 21.29% 0.08424% $             163.70 
Construction, material mining                 885 24,394,084                129               10,270 14.58% 0.04210% $               79.61 
Life insurance and superannuation funds                 143 5,841,013                  39               10,220 27.27% 0.17497% $             262.05 
Meat and meat product manufacturing                 431 12,434,628                  98                 9,379 22.74% 0.07543% $               95.70 
Services to road transport                 303 8,240,652                  65                 9,376 21.45% 0.11378% $             144.25 
Prefabricated building manufacturing                 344 9,437,522                  47                 8,989 13.66% 0.09525% $             191.26 
Electricity, gas supply, water, sewerage and 
drainage                 552 18,179,620                105                 8,986 19.02% 0.04943% $               85.58 
Paper and paper products manufacturing                 168 4,913,419                  44                 8,681 26.19% 0.17668% $             197.30 
Dairy product manufacturing                 103 2,375,449                  20                 7,759 19.42% 0.32663% $             387.95 
Plastic products manufacturing                 491 13,154,372                  98                 6,831 19.96% 0.05193% $               69.70 
Parks and gardens                 202 4,880,437                  45                 6,030 22.28% 0.12355% $             134.00 
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Non-metallic mineral product manufacturing                 337 9,314,764                  60                  5,920 17.80% 0.06356% $               98.67 
Bakery product manufacturing                 364 6,724,507                  50                 3,672 13.74% 0.05461% $               73.44 
Footwear manufacturing                 130 2,237,821                  13                 3,572 10.00% 0.15962% $             274.77 
Preschool education                 138 3,511,613                  22                 3,410 15.94% 0.09711% $             155.00 
Knitting mills                 153 2,860,374                  30                 3,352 19.61% 0.11719% $             111.73 
Oil and fat manufacturing                  68 2,535,698                  18                 3,334 26.47% 0.13148% $             185.22 
Petroleum and coal product manufacturing                  35 1,195,529                   5                 2,610 14.29% 0.21831% $             522.00 
Coal, oil and gas                  53 2,903,836                  14                 2,405 26.42% 0.08282% $             171.79 
Clubs - hospitality                 117 2,781,144                  31                 2,089 26.50% 0.07511% $               67.39 
Rubber products manufacturing                  67 2,075,627                  16                 1,879 23.88% 0.09053% $             117.44 
Wholesaling petroleum and petroleum products                  91 3,042,880                  16                 1,309 17.58% 0.04302% $               81.81 
Basic non-ferrous metal manufacturing                 101 3,212,960                  22                    878 21.78% 0.02733% $               39.91 
Non-ferrous basic metal manufacturing                  71 2,173,335                   8                    810 11.27% 0.03727% $             101.25 
Rail transport                  31 1,529,097                   6                    633 19.35% 0.04140% $             105.50 
Petroleum refining                  27 789,163                   6                     370 22.22% 0.04689% $               61.67 
         
Total 10,135,834 $316,019,679,293 3,350,557 $    702,539,954 33.05655% 0.22231% $             209.68 
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Taxation Statistics 2000 
Table 12: Individual Taxpayers by Specific Occupation (Sorted by Average Tax-Deductible Donation) 
Financial Year Ending 30 June 2000 
                
Occupation 
Total Number 
of Individual Taxable Income Total Tax-Deductible Donations
Percentage of 
Donors to Total 
Taxpayers 
Donations as a 
Percentage of 
Taxable 
Income 
Average Tax-
Deductible 
Donation  
  Taxpayers $ no. $ % %  $  
                
Pubs/taverns and bars                 458                16,799,426                  60           1,150,526 13.10% 6.84860% $         19,175.43 
Legal services              8,947              942,906,487             2,792           5,282,347 31.21% 0.56022% $           1,891.96 
Property operators and developers              2,589              116,747,461                701            1,148,487 27.08% 0.98374% $           1,638.36 
Beverage manufacturing                 431                39,226,902                178             286,302 41.30% 0.72986% $           1,608.44 
Department stores                 381                14,151,994                  32               48,248 8.40% 0.34093% $           1,507.75 
Water transport                 843                60,984,122                224             320,434 26.57% 0.52544% $           1,430.51 
Medical and dental services            16,934           1,863,846,750             5,741           7,466,139 33.90% 0.40058% $           1,300.49 
Flour mill and cereal food manufacturing                  76                  1,404,529                   10               11,331 13.16% 0.80675% $           1,133.10 
Animal training for racing              1,553                40,136,374                252             257,563 16.23% 0.64172% $           1,022.08 
Horticulture and fruit growing            20,818           1,033,560,445             6,781           6,773,543 32.57% 0.65536% $             998.90 
Other livestock farming              6,071              240,795,631             1,680           1,483,613 27.67% 0.61613% $             883.10 
Interest groups              6,376              336,447,581             1,750           1,530,001 27.45% 0.45475% $             874.29 
Cattle farming            26,553              919,580,201             6,160           5,362,095 23.20% 0.58310% $             870.47 
Sheep farming              6,864              198,232,187             1,316           1,062,072 19.17% 0.53577% $             807.05 
Pharmacies              2,647               229,923,249                597             478,930 22.55% 0.20830% $             802.23 
Financial assets investors            14,578              777,506,978             4,783           3,791,486 32.81% 0.48765% $             792.70 
Publishing              1,493                52,379,071                561             433,637 37.58% 0.82788% $             772.97 
Other wholesaling              3,360                87,539,567                709             493,993 21.10% 0.56431% $             696.75 
Pig farming                  617                12,683,920                  82               57,018 13.29% 0.44953% $             695.34 
Services to finance and investment              6,905               348,067,297             2,467           1,595,893 35.73% 0.45850% $             646.90 
Religious organisations                 421                  7,593,195                160               95,245 38.00% 1.25435% $             595.28 
Forestry and logging            17,178           1,157,721,864             7,968           4,722,084 46.38% 0.40788% $             592.63 
Sheep/cattle farming/grain growing              9,237              278,310,913             1,802            1,056,036 19.51% 0.37944% $             586.04 
Air transport                 582                26,728,030                176             102,153 30.24% 0.38219% $             580.41 
Arts            27,440              779,798,675             8,127           4,509,602 29.62% 0.57830% $             554.89 
Veterinary services              1,083                49,643,586                236             126,704 21.79% 0.25523% $             536.88 
Grain growing               5,965              116,761,811             1,043             547,245 17.49% 0.46868% $             524.68 
Petroleum and coal product manufacturing                  35                  1,195,529                   5                 2,610 14.29% 0.21831% $             522.00 
Hospitals and nursing homes                 236                11,812,228                  84               42,430 35.59% 0.35920% $             505.12 
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Museums                 132                  3,764,571                  35               17,040 26.52% 0.45264% $             486.86 
Other chemical products manufacturing              2,144                71,267,168                573             277,320 26.73% 0.38913% $             483.98 
Services to agriculture            10,303              286,056,324             2,147           1,026,906 20.84% 0.35899% $             478.30 
Farm produce and supplies              2,386                79,787,986                541             249,889 22.67% 0.31319% $             461.90 
Other crop growing              3,411              166,701,993             1,209             528,972 35.44% 0.31732% $             437.53 
Telecommunication services              1,468                53,341,828                377             164,069 25.68% 0.30758% $             435.20 
Subsidiary return - (income from P & T  
other than primary production)        1,458,558          51,573,922,167          436,084        187,911,852 29.90% 0.36435% $             430.91 
Banking                 819                33,883,660                265             108,780 32.36% 0.32104% $             410.49 
Accounting, auditing and bookkeeping            16,589              669,413,946             6,868           2,813,931 41.40% 0.42036% $             409.72 
Dairy cattle farming              3,546                97,758,698                527             204,861 14.86% 0.20956% $             388.73 
Dairy product manufacturing                 103                  2,375,449                  20                 7,759 19.42% 0.32663% $             387.95 
Timber wholesaling and builders supplies 
wholesaling              1,683                 50,975,033                294             112,670 17.47% 0.22103% $             383.23 
Other health services            22,131              688,289,270             6,053           2,232,323 27.35% 0.32433% $             368.80 
Machinery and equipment hiring and leasing              3,738              131,024,952                826             302,175 22.10% 0.23062% $             365.83 
Industry not stated            77,595           2,962,223,199           28,335          10,136,525 36.52% 0.34219% $             357.74 
Basic chemical manufacturing                 460                13,705,936                  88               31,365 19.13% 0.22884% $             356.42 
Marketing and business management 
services            27,725              956,642,082             8,020           2,847,092 28.93% 0.29761% $             355.00 
Tertiary education                 411                18,152,205                183               64,515 44.53% 0.35541% $             352.54 
Services to insurance              2,237                91,323,605                604             211,079 27.00% 0.23113% $             349.47 
Storage                 224                  7,000,711                   49               17,122 21.88% 0.24458% $             349.43 
Scientific research                 649                27,412,402                255               88,966 39.29% 0.32455% $             348.89 
Leather and leather product manufacturing                 321                  6,005,207                  49               16,765 15.26% 0.27917% $             342.14 
Recreational goods retailing              3,392                84,723,383                691              234,418 20.37% 0.27669% $             339.24 
Recorded media manufacturing and 
publishing                 402                14,529,920                116               38,679 28.86% 0.26620% $             333.44 
Clothing and softgoods retailing              5,886              124,328,516                997             313,761 16.94% 0.25236% $             314.71 
Other services to transport              3,364                88,571,669                654             203,724 19.44% 0.23001% $             311.50 
Real estate agents              4,431              156,075,606             1,037             321,609 23.40% 0.20606% $             310.13 
Fruit and vegetable processing                 164                  4,496,819                  59               18,150 35.98% 0.40362% $             307.63 
Photographic and scientific equipment 
manufacturing              1,206                43,797,993                284               84,502 23.55% 0.19294% $             297.54 
Film and video services              2,209                87,174,768                683             202,185 30.92% 0.23193% $             296.02 
Engineering, surveying and technical services            18,257              739,287,619             5,562           1,593,804 30.47% 0.21559% $             286.55 
Other education            15,946              397,653,523             5,083           1,445,475 31.88% 0.36350% $             284.37 
School education                 173                  3,939,668                  61               17,173 35.26% 0.43590% $             281.52 
Footwear manufacturing                 130                  2,237,821                  13                  3,572 10.00% 0.15962% $             274.77 
Property        1,363,890          54,305,511,812          582,368       160,014,933 42.70% 0.29466% $             274.77 
Services to the arts              1,718                47,038,737                384             103,918 22.35% 0.22092% $             270.62 
Subsidiary return income from partnerships &          172,230           4,422,605,122           29,000           7,711,771 16.84% 0.17437%  $            265.92 
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trusts (primary production) 
Architectural services              8,970              308,583,946             2,379             632,302 26.52% 0.20490% $             265.78 
Life insurance and superannuation funds                 143                   5,841,013                  39               10,220 27.27% 0.17497% $             262.05 
Services to air transport                  203                  8,647,035                  70               17,908 34.48% 0.20710% $             255.83 
Minerals, metals and chemical wholesalers                 561                16,471,076                112               28,511 19.96% 0.17310% $             254.56 
Computer services            12,336              467,134,628              3,568             904,129 28.92% 0.19355% $             253.40 
Community care services              1,713                44,172,327                589             149,057 34.38% 0.33744% $             253.07 
Non-financial asset investors              1,317                55,153,000                507             126,290 38.50% 0.22898% $             249.09 
Sugar cane growing                 960                19,142,924                191               46,454 19.90% 0.24267% $             243.21 
Hotels, motels, boarding houses, etc.              2,732                80,328,044                646             155,148 23.65% 0.19314% $             240.17 
Specialised food retailing              9,489              175,830,748             1,175             275,781 12.38% 0.15684% $             234.71 
Furniture, houseware and appliance retailing              4,493              133,650,237                855             198,636 19.03% 0.14862%  $             232.32 
Holding companies                  13                    657,197                   7                 1,619 53.85% 0.24635% $             231.29 
Ceramic products manufacturing              1,118                20,429,376                207               47,416 18.52% 0.23210% $             229.06 
Other personal and household goods retailing            21,303              459,548,009             4,557           1,027,403 21.39% 0.22357% $             225.46 
Motor vehicle retailing              1,048                27,504,884                117               26,287 11.16% 0.09557% $             224.68 
Libraries                 234                  6,140,303                  71                15,755 30.34% 0.25658% $             221.90 
Textile, clothing and footwear wholesaling              1,012                25,518,408                191               41,938 18.87% 0.16434% $             219.57 
Other insurance                   435                13,726,327                121               26,356 27.82% 0.19201% $             217.82 
Road passenger transport            19,295              406,619,118             3,518             745,610 18.23% 0.18337%  $             211.94 
Printing and services to printing              3,438                85,471,008                883             182,311 25.68% 0.21330% $             206.47 
Food, drink and tobacco wholesaling              1,738                 46,704,021                304               62,721 17.49% 0.13429% $             206.32 
Supermarket grocery stores              1,032                16,349,569                  96               19,014 9.30% 0.11630% $             198.06 
Paper and paper products manufacturing                 168                  4,913,419                  44                 8,681 26.19% 0.17668% $             197.30 
Gambling services                 996                43,638,927                 211               41,271 21.18% 0.09457% $             195.60 
Personal and household goods hiring              2,383                71,773,324                486               93,288 20.39% 0.12998% $             191.95 
Prefabricated building manufacturing                 344                  9,437,522                  47                 8,989 13.66% 0.09525% $             191.26 
Marine fishing              3,800              127,322,679                443                84,066 11.66% 0.06603% $             189.77 
Log sawmilling and timber dressing                 487                12,631,653                  86               16,224 17.66% 0.12844% $             188.65 
Oil and fat manufacturing                  68                  2,535,698                  18                 3,334 26.47% 0.13148% $             185.22 
Poultry farming                 397                10,617,597                  76               14,063 19.14% 0.13245%  $             185.04 
Aquaculture                 912                23,538,469                186               34,116 20.39% 0.14494% $             183.42 
Textile fibre, yarn and woven fabric 
manufacturing                 356                   7,388,356                  71               12,897 19.94% 0.17456% $             181.65 
Professional sportspersons              7,644              201,202,678             1,723             312,787 22.54% 0.15546% $             181.54 
Machinery wholesaling              2,682                82,071,375                564             101,831 21.03% 0.12408% $             180.55 
Cafes and restaurants              6,691              123,372,830                801              141,554 11.97% 0.11474% $             176.72 
Mining exploration              1,381                60,637,069                324               56,572 23.46% 0.09330% $             174.60 
Radio and television services                 527                15,682,696                113               19,716 21.44% 0.12572% $             174.48 
Household goods wholesaling                 502                11,561,803                  92               15,851 18.33% 0.13710%  $             172.29 
Coal, oil and gas                  53                  2,903,836                  14                 2,405 26.42% 0.08282% $             171.79 
Other business services            42,016              970,135,139              9,416           1,584,365 22.41% 0.16331% $             168.26 
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Metal ore mining                 310                12,825,255                  66               10,804 21.29% 0.08424% $             163.70 
Postal services              2,824                59,015,812                547               88,075 19.37% 0.14924% $             161.01 
Other personal services            37,334              718,443,149             7,512           1,205,282 20.12% 0.16776%  $             160.45 
Preschool education                 138                  3,511,613                  22                 3,410 15.94% 0.09711% $             155.00 
Motor vehicle wholesaling              1,100                26,957,293                 142               21,912 12.91% 0.08128% $             154.31 
Other recreation services              2,380                57,819,487                477               72,777 20.04% 0.12587% $             152.57 
Health, fitness and sporting facilities              1,692                42,980,677                332               49,922 19.62% 0.11615% $             150.37 
Other manufacturing              3,698                88,246,272                659                97,946 17.82% 0.11099% $             148.63 
Textile product manufacturing              2,110                40,577,184                342               49,973 16.21% 0.12316% $             146.12 
Other wood product manufacturing               3,121                80,053,093                583               84,647 18.68% 0.10574% $             145.19 
Services to road transport                 303                  8,240,652                  65                 9,376 21.45% 0.11378%  $             144.25 
Iron and steel manufacturing                 753                20,781,610                136               19,541 18.06% 0.09403% $             143.68 
Building construction            21,798              612,915,737             3,454             495,344 15.85% 0.08082% $             143.41 
Electronic equipment manufacturing                 700                21,274,902                201               28,754 28.71% 0.13515% $             143.05 
Household equipment repair services              3,448                80,467,313                614               87,511 17.81% 0.10875% $             142.53 
Motor vehicle and parts manufacturing              2,000                51,921,993                364               50,436 18.20% 0.09714% $             138.56 
Other transport equipment manufacturing              1,374                39,438,273                242               32,787 17.61% 0.08313% $             135.48 
Parks and gardens                 202                  4,880,437                  45                 6,030 22.28% 0.12355% $             134.00 
Structural metal products manufacturing                 929                28,363,829                 168               22,094 18.08% 0.07789% $             131.51 
Clothing manufacturing              8,460              133,624,038             1,197             154,152 14.15% 0.11536% $             128.78 
Installation trade services            29,877              963,050,690             5,373             691,815 17.98% 0.07184% $             128.76 
Courier services            11,045              258,920,493             1,904             243,082 17.24% 0.09388%  $             127.67 
Hairdressing            15,048              245,351,421             1,666             212,173 11.07% 0.08648% $             127.35 
Glass and glass product manufacturing                 590                13,611,840                   94               11,914 15.93% 0.08753% $             126.74 
Mining                 530                13,193,386                110               13,908 20.75% 0.10542% $             126.44 
Services to water transport                 549                17,292,415                140               17,660 25.50% 0.10213% $             126.14 
Motor vehicle services            15,949              380,158,305             2,277             284,301 14.28% 0.07478%  $             124.86 
Salary and wage earners        6,168,483        173,810,127,716       2,078,364       255,814,622 33.69% 0.14718% $             123.08 
Child care services              6,023                78,511,521                990             120,990 16.44% 0.15410% $             122.21 
Other construction services            26,443              634,883,893             4,424             526,644 16.73% 0.08295% $             119.04 
Rubber products manufacturing                  67                  2,075,627                  16                 1,879 23.88% 0.09053% $             117.44 
Electrical equipment and appliance 
manufacturing              1,456                42,409,853                319               36,336 21.91% 0.08568% $             113.91 
Building completion services            82,007           2,216,304,429           10,871           1,224,130 13.26% 0.05523% $             112.61 
Public order and safety services               1,209                31,142,011                225               25,255 18.61% 0.08110% $             112.24 
Knitting mills                 153                  2,860,374                  30                 3,352 19.61% 0.11719%  $             111.73 
Road freight transport            19,270              514,851,694             2,804             306,271 14.55% 0.05949% $             109.23 
Other food manufacturing                 723                16,530,037                 140               15,011 19.36% 0.09081% $             107.22 
Site preparation services            43,154           1,221,846,881             6,112             646,745 14.16% 0.05293% $             105.82 
Rail transport                   31                  1,529,097                   6                    633 19.35% 0.04140% $             105.50 
Hunting and trapping                 989                22,212,648                138               14,235 13.95% 0.06409%  $             103.15 
Other transport              4,528              115,041,711                662               68,145 14.62% 0.05924% $             102.94 
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Furniture manufacturing              5,916              145,198,568                 915               93,529 15.47% 0.06441% $             102.22 
Non-ferrous basic metal manufacturing                  71                  2,173,335                   8                    810 11.27% 0.03727% $             101.25 
Non-building construction              3,968              132,026,254                760               76,427 19.15% 0.05789% $             100.56 
Non-metallic mineral product manufacturing                 337                  9,314,764                   60                 5,920 17.80% 0.06356% $               98.67 
Meat and meat product manufacturing                 431                12,434,628                  98                 9,379 22.74% 0.07543% $               95.70 
Industrial machinery and equipment 
manufacturing              3,046                88,488,595                605               56,181 19.86% 0.06349% $               92.86 
Fabricated metal products manufacturing              8,765              280,001,829             1,720             155,980 19.62% 0.05571% $               90.69 
Cement, lime, plaster and concrete products 
manufacturing              1,360                37,483,420                164               14,730 12.06% 0.03930%  $               89.82 
Electricity, gas supply, water, sewerage and 
drainage                 552                18,179,620                105                 8,986 19.02% 0.04943% $               85.58 
Sheet metal products manufacturing                 822                25,558,870                148               12,426 18.00% 0.04862% $               83.96 
Wholesaling petroleum and petroleum 
products                  91                  3,042,880                  16                 1,309 17.58% 0.04302% $               81.81 
Construction, material mining                 885                24,394,084                129               10,270 14.58% 0.04210% $               79.61 
Bakery product manufacturing                 364                  6,724,507                  50                 3,672 13.74% 0.05461% $               73.44 
Plastic products manufacturing                 491                13,154,372                  98                 6,831 19.96% 0.05193% $               69.70 
Clubs - hospitality                 117                  2,781,144                  31                 2,089 26.50% 0.07511% $               67.39 
Petroleum refining                  27                    789,163                   6                    370 22.22% 0.04689% $               61.67 
Basic non-ferrous metal manufacturing                 101                  3,212,960                  22                    878 21.78% 0.02733%  $               39.91 
         
Total 10,135,834 $     316,019,679,293 3,350,557 $    702,539,954 33.05655% 0.22231% $             209.68 
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